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PCAOB revisits
auditor naming
measure, weighs
new option

For the NextGen, a chance to be seen, heard and possibly hired

BY CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

I

n response to negative feedback from
the accounting community, the Public
Company Accounting Oversight Board
(PCAOB) is dialing back its efforts to require auditors to disclose the names of their
engagement partners in the audit report. As
an alternative, the board is reportedly mulling
over the creation of a form that would fulfill
the naming function, but would be filed separately with an entity’s 10-K.
The board has not released a proposal regarding a new form, but PCAOB spokeswoman Colleen Brennan confirmed that it

caption.

CPA candidate and student members at the NYSSCPA’s NextGen Career Fair, held at New York University on Oct. 7. The event, which drew more than 150 attendees, featured
11 exhibitors from small and medium-sized firms. For more, see page 14.
Photo: Ebby Agu

is indeed a possibility currently under consideration.
The PCAOB has spent the past few years
pushing to get some sort of mechanism in
place for identifying individual audit en-

gagement partners. Its first stab came in
2011 when it released an exposure draft that
required entities to name the engagement
partner for the most recent period’s audit,
as well as any other individuals or indepen-

dent CPA firms that took part in it. By the
PCAOB’s own admission, though, the proposal was poorly received by many within
See PCAOB, on page 10

Court dismisses AICPA’s tax preparer lawsuit against the IRS

O

n Oct. 27, a Washington, D.C., federal court dismissed a lawsuit that
the AICPA had filed challenging
the IRS’s attempt to implement
new education and testing requirements for
tax return preparers. The suit, launched in
July, took aim at the Annual Filing Season
Program (AFSP), a voluntary IRS initiative
that allows uncredentialed tax preparers to
represent clients before the IRS and obtain

a certificate from the service, provided that
they register with the government, take 18
hours of continuing professional education
and take a competency test.
The AICPA said the program would cause
confusion in the marketplace by creating
new categories of preparers between which
the public would need to distinguish.
Among other things, the AICPA argued
that the IRS lacked the statutory authority
to enforce the program. Further, it said the
effort was an attempt to circumvent a court
ruling handed down in February in the case

Sabina Loving et al. vs. Internal Revenue Service et al., which struck down a mandatory
tax preparer registration program that the
IRS had tried to carry out.
The institute said the fact that the IRS
launched a similar program, in spite of the
court’s decision, was “particularly brazen.”
Though participation in the new program
is, technically, voluntary, the AICPA suit
argued that it would become, de facto, mandatory, considering the advantage it would
convey to individual tax preparers.
However, U.S. District Judge James E.
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Boasberg—the same judge who determined
the Loving case—said that the AICPA itself
lacked the authority to sue, as it represents
CPAs and not the unenrolled tax preparers who would be affected by the initiative.
What’s more, Boasberg added that the regulations would not cause harm to the organization or its members.
A spokesperson for the AICPA said the
institute was “surprised and disappointed by
the ruling,” and is analyzing the decision in
order to determine its options.
nsaunders@nysscpa.org
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Opinion

z PRESIDENT’S COMMENTARY
Turning vision into reality

I

n the August issue, I spoke briefly about
the NYSSCPA’s third annual Governance Forum, a two-day conference that
brings together more than 65 members
of Society leadership, including our Board of
Directors, Foundation for Accounting Education trustees, chapter presidents-elect, Political Action Committee trustees and Young
Leadership Circle members. Held each September in Albany, the forum is one of the
Society’s most important events. It consists
mainly of a series of meetings and presentations pertaining to the business of our association, though we also take time to network,
strategize and present service awards. On the
last day of the forum, we hold an open Board
of Directors meeting, to which each and every member of the NYSSCPA is invited.
The Governance Forum has implications
for the entire membership, and, now that it’s
passed, I’m excited to be able to share more
details about it with you. Here’s a recap of
some of the issues we discussed there:
Fiscal health. We reviewed the NYSSCPA’s
annual audit findings and financial position
during the Governance Forum, and can report
that the measures we’ve taken to ensure the financial health of our organization are indeed
paying off. The NYSSCPA and its related entities received an unmodified opinion, which
is crucial for us as an association made up
of certified public accountants. The report,
available at nysscpa.org, shows that the Society is thriving—which means that we’ll be
able to invest additional resources in programs and initiatives that serve our members, the profession and the public interest.
Retention. I joined the NYSSCPA as soon
as I became licensed, and remain an active
member more than a decade later because
I see the value in surrounding myself with
other talented CPAs. Our numbers suggest
that you feel the same: The Society’s retention rate is set to exceed 95 percent, which
is one of the highest among professional as-

sociations. This metric is important, not just government-affairs/cpa-pac) support New
for the fiscal health of our organization, but York legislators who back the issues we care
also for our advocacy efforts. Standabout, strengthening the profesing more than 28,000 members
sion’s voice with elected officials.
strong makes it possible for
Meanwhile, our Key Contact
us to affect the outcomes of
Program (www.nysscpa.org/
issues that are important to
page/key-contact) helps us
the profession and gives us
to build the strong politileverage when we talk to
cal network of connections
lawmakers and regulators in
that is important to any govAlbany. (For a few examples
ernment advocacy program.
of what we can accomplish
Please visit our website to
Scott M. Adair
when we speak in one voice,
learn more about both.
visit the Government Affairs section of our
Strategic Plan. During the forum, we diswebsite.)
cussed updates to our Strategic Plan, an inLegislative agenda. As, perhaps, the big- depth statement of the Society’s mission,
gest development to come out of the Gov- vision, values, goals and objectives, roles,
ernance Forum, the board unanimously and responsibilities. It’s an important tool
adopted a legislative agenda, which you’ll that will help our organization to do a better
be hearing more about in upcoming weeks. job of focusing our energy—ensuring that
Our priorities include expanding ownership all members are working toward the same
opportunities for CPA firms, protecting goals—and assessing and adjusting our orCPAs from dual registration requirements, ganization’s direction in response to future
weighing in on regulations for virtual cur- environments within our profession.
rency and estate tax policy reform, and proI hope this gives you a sense of the kinds of
tecting the required annual internal audit discussions we have and decisions we make at
function in New York state’s public school the Governance Forum. To learn more about
districts.
the discussion at our recent board meeting,
Our legislative agenda isn’t written in go to the Society’s website, nysscpa.org, and
stone. We count on you to be our eyes and watch a Board of Directors recap video feaears, and make us aware of any other issues turing me and Executive Director and CEO
we should be talking to lawmakers about. Joanne S. Barry.
So, if there is a matter that you think the
As a final note, I leave you with one reSociety should be supporting or opposing, quest: Please consider serving on the Board
please speak up. You’ll have an opportunity of Directors. There are some criteria that
to raise your concerns with Society officers, nominees are required to meet, such as a
directly, during our annual Town Hall visits two-year track record as a Society leader, ei(see page 17 for a list of upcoming meet- ther at the state or chapter level; but if you
ings). But you can also email me at any time want to have a bigger role in these conversaat the address below.
tions, consider board service. As I said when
I do want to point out that all of the leg- I took office, it’s a very exciting time at the
islative issues on our radar underscore the New York State Society of CPAs. I urge you
need for our Political Action Committee to become a more active part of it.
(PAC) and Key Contact Program. Donations to our PAC (www.nysscpa.org/page/
president@nysscpa.org

Call for Nominations
The Society’s Nominating Committee is accepting submissions of interest
and nominations for the Society’s Board of Directors until Jan. 1, 2015.
This year, the Nominating Committee will be nominating—
• a president-elect (who serves three years on the Board: one year as president-elect, one year as president and one year as
immediate past president);
• four vice presidents (who each serve a one-year term);
• a secretary/treasurer (who may serve two consecutive one-year terms);
• five at-large directors (who serve three-year terms); and
• directors from the Buffalo, Manhattan/Bronx, Southern Tier, Syracuse and Westchester chapters (who each serve three-year terms).
Please contact the respective chapter president to express interest in submitting names for chapter Board positions.
Submit all nominations to nominations@nysscpa.org. Before submitting the name of another member for nomination, please confirm that the candidate is willing and able to serve. We
also request that you submit a biography or résumé for the candidate, and an email or letter indicating why you or that person should serve on the Board or as a Society officer. To serve
on the Board, an individual must be a CPA member of the NYSSCPA for five continuous years and have at least two years’ service either on a statewide committee or a chapter executive
board, or a combination of both. Additional information on the nominating protocols can be found online at www.nysscpa.org/page/about-us/governance/nomination-center.
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
The New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants and Combined Entities Audit and Tax Engagements Fiscal Years Ending 2015–2018

The New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants

(“NYSSCPA”), a 501(c)(6) organization,
and its Combined Entities seek proposals
from CPA firms with experience auditing not-for-profit membership organizations of comparable size and complexity to perform audits for each of the
fiscal years 2015–2018. The NYSSCPA and its Combined Entities have annual budgeted revenues of approximately $14 million. The audit engagement for the Combined Entities includes the NYSSCPA; the Foundation for Accounting Education, Inc. (“FAE”), a 501(c)(3) organization; and the Political Action Committee (“PAC”). Additionally, the NYSSCPA 401(k) Plan, with assets of approximately $8 million, requires a limited-scope audit. The
engagement includes the following tax filings: NYSSCPA 990, NYSSCPA 990-T, NYSSCPA CT-13, FAE 990 and FAE CHAR500, and possibly PAC
1120-POL. Interested firms should submit proposals for the audit of the Combined Entities as well as the 401(k) Plan, and for the preparation of tax
returns. The fiscal year-end for all entities is May 31; the year-end for the 401(k) Plan is Dec. 31.
The NYSSCPA Audit Committee requests management letters documenting not only internal control recommendations, but also any additional organizational recommendations identified during the engagement, including any based upon the audit firm’s experience with other similar organizations.
The independent auditor should plan on year-end fieldwork in July. The auditor should plan on at least two meetings with the Society’s Audit Committee
each year, consisting of a planning meeting and a final report on the audit results in August. The Board of Directors will engage a firm for a four-year
term, subject to annual approval. During the term, no representative of the firm may serve on the Board or as chairperson of certain committees of any
of the entities being audited, or hold other key positions in any of the entities being audited.

Financial Statement Audit Fieldwork Commencement

Mid-July

Presentation to Audit Committee

End of Month August, Early September

Tax Returns: All Information Related to Tax Returns Provided

Mid-February

Finalize and Complete Tax Returns

March

401(k) Audit: Fieldwork Commencement

February

401(k): Provide 5500 and Wrap-Up

May/June

Proposals should be addressed to the attention of Patrick Payano, Controller, NYSSCPA, 14 Wall Street, 19th Floor, New York, New York 10005
or ppayano@nysscpa.org, and simultaneously and electronically to Audit Committee Chair Warren Ruppel, at wruppel@markspaneth.com. Proposals will be received until Nov. 14, at which time all proposals will be submitted to the Audit Committee for evaluation. Late proposals will not be
accepted. The Audit Committee will make its recommendation to the Board of Directors for its approval at its upcoming December meeting.
Proposals should contain the following information:


Experience of the firm conducting audit and tax engagements(s) for membership organizations of appropriate size and complexity.



A list of references comprising similar current or recent clients, contact names and phone numbers. References should be for engagements on

which at least one key member of the team being proposed for the NYSSCPA audit has recently worked.


An outline of the planned staffing of the engagement, including the experience level of staff to be assigned, and résumés of partners and managers.



A brief description of the approach expected to be used to conduct the audit, as well as planned timing and any other information relative

to the planned work that the committee might find useful.


The ability of the firm to meet the NYSSCPA’s reporting timetables.



A copy of the report and letter of comment from the firm’s most recent peer review, and the results of the most recent PCAOB inspection, if

any. If a letter of comment was not issued, please so indicate.


A four-year-term fixed price, including total fees and expenses for each year, assuming that the engagement continues with no unexpected sig-

nificant changes in the accounting, reporting or audit requirements. Fees and expenses should be detailed as follows: combined financial statement
audit, limited scope audit of 401(k) plan, Society tax returns, FAE tax returns and PAC tax returns.
The most recent financial statements for the NYSSCPA and its Combined Entities are available at http://www.nysscpa.org/page/about-us/governance/audited-financial-statements-and-tax-filings. Questions regarding the content of this proposal or inquires relating to accounting and administrative activities of the Society and its Combined Entities should be made to Patrick Payano, Controller, at 212-719-8337.
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A Symposium on Evolving Standards and Practices
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President Obama is pushing for greater acceptance in the U.S. of a credit card technology that is harder to hack
than magnetic strip cards.

Obama pushes for Chip and PIN tech
BY CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

I

n a move that could have implications
for some CPAs and their clients, President Barack Obama has taken steps to
speed the adoption of a credit card technology known as Chip and PIN in the
United States. He signed an executive order on
Oct. 17, mandating that all federal government agencies use payment cards and processing terminals compatible with the system.
Cards that employ the technology contain
a small microchip, allowing for a two-stage
authentication process that, first, connects to
the chip to confirm that the card is genuine
and, second, uses the personal identification
number (PIN) to ensure that the holder is authorized to use it. This is in stark contrast to
traditional magnetic-strip technology, which
holds all user information within the card itself, thus making it easier to copy.
Chip and PIN has, for years, been a mainstay in Europe, where it’s known as EMV
(Europay, MasterCard and Visa), the formal
name for the standard. Calling identity theft
“America’s fastest-growing crime,” the president noted that “when Britain switched to
a Chip and PIN system, they cut fraud in
stores by 70 percent.”
The government isn’t the only entity interested in upgrading to the new system. As
he signed the executive order, the president
announced that many major retailers—including Home Depot, Target, Walgreens
and Walmart—are already planning to adopt
the technology by the beginning of next year.
Two of the companies—Home Depot and
Target—were subjects of high-profile data
breaches within the past year that involved
lifting credit card numbers from card readers, which used magnetic strips.
Analysts expect that much of the private
sector will likely follow suit. Consulting and
analysis firm Aite Group estimates that by
the end of 2015, 70 percent of credit cards
and 41 percent of debit cards in the United
States will make use of chip technology.
The move to Chip and PIN, however, may
have ramifications for CPAs with clients that

are banks, retailers or other entities that deal
with payment cards at the point of sale (POS).
Matthew T. Clohessy, a member of the
NYSSCPA’s Technology Assurance Committee, noted that among other considerations, companies that embrace the new
technology will need to bear the costs of upgrading, whether directly or indirectly.
In switching to a Chip and PIN system,
credit or debit cards would need to be replaced, as would the machines that read the
cards, such as POS devices for retailers and
ATMs for banks, Clohessy said.
He added that there would likely be software costs as well, as there has to be some
sort of program that can recognize the cards
and take advantage of the new capabilities
that the technology offers. Considering this,
he said it might be best to ease into the new
cards, rather than plunge in immediately, so
as to give companies time to absorb the costs
of transitioning.
What’s less clear, Clohessy said, is who will
bear more of these costs: retailers or banks?
“The cards themselves would need to be
replaced by the issuers, which, in most cases,
are a bank or a stand-alone credit card company,” he said. “Whoever has branded those
cards will be bearing the costs.”
But for the POS devices, he added, the answer may be slightly more complicated, depending on whom retailers are banking with.
“For the most part, I anticipate that retailers, in and of themselves, would be bearing
the cost for replacing the point-of-sale devices, but it depends on what kind of merchant banking agreements they have with
their bank,” he said. “There may be some
banks out there that are providing or leasing
the devices to customers, so the cost might
end up being shared.”
Russell J. Kranzler, who chaired the Society’s Anti-Fraud Conference on May 21,
said that he has already encountered the
Chip and PIN system shopping and, though
he doesn’t completely understand the finer points about how the technology works,
he’s already a fan. “All I can say is if it deters
fraud, I’m all for it,” he commented.
cgaetano@nysscpa.org

Cynthia M. Fornelli, Esq.
Executive Director, Center for
Audit Quality

Gregory J. Jonas
Director, Office of Research
and Analysis, PCAOB

Rita Piazza, CPA, MBA
Director, Professional Practice
Group, Marks Paneth LLP

MODERATOR

Leslie F. Seidman
Executive Director, Center for
Excellence in Financial Reporting,
Lubin School of Business,
Pace University; Immediate
Past Chair, FASB

Monday, January 12, 2015
8:45 a.m.–12:00 p.m.

NYSSCPA Offices
14 Wall Street, 19th Floor
New York, NY 10005
(Webcast available)

$50/3 CPE Credits (Auditing)
Course Code: 27500511 (In-Person);
37500511 (Live Webcast)
Seating is limited.
For more information and to reserve your seat,
visit nysscpa.org/crossroad.
Or call 800-537-3635.
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NYSSCPA supports FASB simplification efforts in two key areas
BY CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

T

he Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) is making an effort
to replace the most dense and arcane
portions of accounting literature with
more parsimonious procedures, and its initial results—proposals focusing on inventory
accounting and extraordinary items—have
drawn the support of the NYSSCPA.
The Society addressed the measures in a
pair of comment letters drafted by its Financial Accounting Standards Committee and
released in September.
The proposed Accounting Standards Updates—Inventory (Topic 330): Simplifying
the Measurement of Inventory and Income
Statement–Extraordinary and Unusual Items
(Subtopic 225-20): Simplifying Income Statement Presentation by Eliminating the Concept
of Extraordinary Items—were published on
July 15, as part of the FASB’s ongoing simplification initiative. According to the board,
the project is meant to “identify, evaluate,
and improve areas of generally accepted
accounting principles [GAAP] for which
cost and complexity can be reduced while
maintaining or improving the usefulness
of the information provided to users of the
financial statements.”
Both proposals bring an end to accounting
procedures that the board felt were unnecessarily convoluted. In the case of inventory accounting, the FASB said that the current guidance,
which requires entities to measure inventory
at the lower of cost or market, led to too many
potential outcomes, mainly due to ambiguity in
what exactly counts as market. What accounts
for market, the FASB said, “could be replace-

ment cost, net realizable value, or net realizable value less an approximately normal profit
margin.” Net realizable value is defined by the
FASB as the estimated selling prices in the
ordinary course of business, minus the reasonably predicted cost of completion, disposal and
transportation.
According to Margaret A. Wood, an
NYSSCPA past president and member of
the Financial Accounting Standards Committee who contributed to the Society’s
comment letters, the cost or market consideration essentially entailed coming up with
a floor and a ceiling for inventory and using
methods that relied too heavily on estimates.
This, she said, lead to answers that could be
wildly divergent, based upon who you ask, as
there are numerous possible outcomes in an
estimate.
“It wasn’t simple or easy to calculate,” she
added.
The FASB is proposing that inventory now
be recorded at either cost or net realizable value, whichever is lower, eliminating the concept
of an allowance for approximate normal profit
margin. This means that accountants will no
longer be concerned with what is the normal
profit margin, and more focused on just the
prices at which the entity is selling things.
The Society agreed with this suggestion,
noting in its comment letter that having
to focus on what’s normal in the market—
when so little seems normal these days—is
counterproductive.
“Over the past decade, greater uncertainty has occurred in the market place, resulting
in increased discounting, price reductions and
chargebacks, such that they have become the
norm,” the Society wrote. “Customers expect
price reductions and producers employ ‘margin

UPCOMING INDUSTRY COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Construction Contractors
Internal Audit
Investment Management
Private Equity and Venture Capital
Small Business Outreach
Stock Brokerage

Thurs., Nov. 20
Thurs., Nov. 20
Tues., Nov. 11
Tues., Nov. 11
Wed., Nov. 12
Wed., Nov. 12

This is a partial listing, which is subject to change. For a complete and updated listing of meetings, visit
www.nysscpa.org, click on “About Us,” and choose “Committees” from the drop-down menu.

Interested in joining a committee?
Fill out an application online or contact Nereida Gomez, Manager, Committees, at 212-719-8358 or
ngomez@nysscpa.org, to find out more information.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
Entertainment, Arts & Sports Half-Day Conference
Real Estate Conference

Wed., Nov. 19
Thurs., Dec. 4

protection.’ Retailers often times expect the
manufacturers to accept a chargeback for the
price reductions and to take back unsold inventory. This makes it more difficult to estimate what the approximately normal profit
margin is and the normal profit margin that
should be realized.”
The proposed approach, which is much more
verifiable, would be better, the Society added.
“Whichever one is lower, the amount you
paid for it, or what you can get for it, less the
cost to complete and to sell or dispose of it—
that’s the amount you record,” Wood explained.
Similarly, the proposal regarding extraordinary items aimed to simplify accounting by getting rid of the concept of extraordinary items.
These are defined as things that happen to an
entity that are both unusual in nature and infrequent in their occurrence. Their purpose is to
point out that while something may be particularly damaging to a company, it doesn’t necessarily reflect what is typical of the business. Jo Ann
Golden, also a past president of the Society and
a member of the Financial Accounting Standards Committee, said that a major problem
with extraordinary items is that what counts as
unusual and infrequent can vary widely, depending on who is doing the accounting.
“This becomes pretty subjective, in a sense,”
she said.
The FASB noted that “even though the con-

ditions for presenting an extraordinary item are
rarely met, preparers, auditors, and regulators
often are required to spend time and expend
resources deciding whether an unusual and/or
infrequent event or transaction meets the conditions for extraordinary classification.”
As a result, the FASB felt that it would
be best to just get rid of the concept entirely,
which the Society agreed with.
“With the concept of unusual or infrequently occurring items retained in the standards, the reporting entity has presentation
and disclosure guidance. We believe that the
proposed guidance will improve financial reporting and reduce costs for all companies
when unusual or infrequent events or transactions occur,” the Society said.
However, Golden added, just because this
particular standard would be eliminated
doesn’t mean that the concept of an event as
unusual or infrequent goes away, as there are
still procedures in place allowing the CPA to
emphasize these items in the financial statement presentation. The burden to do so has
simply been lessened.
“You can still highlight that item, you can
still segregate that in the financial statement, if
you’ve got something like special costs or unusual costs, say, related to a hurricane,” she said.
“You can put that in as cost related.”
cgaetano@nysscpa.org

NYSSCPA comment letters
The following list includes all comments letters released by the NYSSCPA between Sept. 1
and Oct. 31. To read all comment letters published by the Society, visit nysscpa.org/page/
society-comment-letters.

Comments to the New York State Department of Financial Services on a Proposed Virtual Currency
Regulatory Framework: Released Oct. 20—Comments to the New York State Department of Financial
Services on a proposed framework to regulate retail-facing virtual currency business activity in order to protect New York consumers and users, and ensure the safety and soundness of New York-licensed providers
of virtual currency products and services.
Comments to the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) on Proposed
Changes to the International Standards on Auditing (ISAs)—Addressing Disclosures in the Audit of
Financial Statements: Released Sept. 29—Comments on the IAASB proposed revisions to ISAs that are
intended to address the practical challenges arising from the evolving aspects of disclosures.
Comments to the AICPA on an Exposure Draft: Breach of an Independence Interpretation—
Proposed Interpretation of the AICPA Professional Ethics Division, June 16, 2014: Released
Sept. 26—Comments to the AICPA Professional Ethics Division on their proposed revision to ET Section
91, Applicability, and new Interpretation 101-20, “Breach of an Independence Interpretation,” under Rule
101, Independence, which provides guidance to members in public practice concerning a breach of an
independence interpretation.
Comments to the FASB on a Proposed Accounting Standards Update—Inventory (Topic 330), Simplifying the Measurement of Inventory: Released Sept. 22—Comments on a proposed accounting
standards update, the objective of which is to simplify the measurement of inventory by measuring at the
lower of cost or net realizable value, and to more closely align the measurement of inventory in GAAP with
the measurement of inventory in International Financial Reporting Standards.
Comments to the FASB on a Proposed Accounting Standards Update—Income Statement—Extraordinary and Unusual Items (Subtopic 225-20): Simplifying Income Statement Presentation by
Eliminating the Concept of Extraordinary Items: Released Sept. 22—Comments on a proposed accounting standards update, the objective of which is to reduce complexity, cost and time in the assessment
of extraordinary events and to alleviate uncertainty surrounding extraordinary items.
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Society calls for more realistic disclosure standards from IAASB
BY CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

A

draft of proposed new guidance
from the International Auditing
and Assurance Standards Board
(IAASB) meant to fine-tune
how financial statement disclosures are
audited, is good in principle, but ignores
the everyday reality of how auditors do
their jobs, according to the NYSSCPA.
In a comment letter written by members of its Auditing Standards Committee and International Accounting and
Auditing Committee, the Society cautioned that the proposal could implement
new requirements that not every firm is
equipped to meet.
The comment letter was published on
Sept. 29 in response to the IAASB’s May
2014 exposure draft, “Proposed Changes
to the International Standards on Auditing (ISAs)—Addressing Disclosures
in the Audit of Financial Statements.”
The draft offers new guidance for a host
of considerations relevant to disclosures,
from when the auditor plans the audit, to
when the auditor evaluates misstatements
and forms an opinion on the financial
statements. It is the outgrowth of a project the IAASB began in 2012 to determine whether changes to the ISAs, with
respect to disclosures, are needed.
In a memorandum included with the
exposure draft, the IAASB described the
proposal as an attempt to keep up with
how financial reporting disclosure requirements and practices have changed
over the years, becoming more extensive, narrative and subjective in nature.
This evolution, the board said, has made
properly addressing new types of quantitative and nonquantitative information
challenging. In fact, the IAASB said that
preparers, investors and auditors had all
raised concerns that “the higher volume
of note disclosures has, in some cases,
increased the risk that useful or relevant
information may be obscured.”
Though the IAASB said it believes
that current requirements for addressing
disclosures “are sufficient,” it felt that additional guidance could help to “establish
an appropriate focus on disclosures in the
audit and encourage earlier auditor attention on them during the audit process.”
The draft calls for several changes to existing ISAs in the interests of this goal.
For example, to maintain consistency,
the draft clarifies that the definition of
financial statements in the ISAs includes
all disclosures. It also pushes auditors to
discuss matters related to disclosures and
the financial statement early in the audit process, as “poor quality disclosures,
including excessive or immaterial dis-

closures that may obscure understanding
of important matters, can result when
disclosures are prepared and audited relatively late in the financial reporting process.” (See the chart below for an overview of the proposed changes to the ISAs
included in the exposure draft.)
Overall, the Society viewed the
IAASB’s goals as laudable, though it expressed concern that the guidance seemed
to be aiming for an intricate level of
scrutiny, without including appropriate
benchmarks. This, the Society said, might
demand too much of auditors, who may
not have the time or resources to effectively comply with so broad a scope.
For example, if a client has several hundred related-party transactions, most of
which are very small, it’s impractical to
expect the auditor to inspect and make
note of all of them, at least not without

some sort of materiality threshold, the
Society wrote.
Julian E. Jacoby, one of the letter’s authors and a member and former chair of
the Auditing Standards Committee, said
that any problems the Society had with the
proposal essentially stem from the fact that
the guidance is principles-based instead of
rules-based. This, he explained, makes it difficult to tailor an approach to a particular
situation, especially when dealing with topics as complicated as disclosures.
What’s more, the Society noted that
auditors typically make extensive use of
disclosure checklists that are often published by outside vendors of practice aids
and references. The Society said that the
standards should focus on the auditor’s
responsibility for assuring that the checklist used is reliable, up-to-date and otherwise appropriate for the circumstances,

in recognition of the reality of how most
auditors do their work. This would mean
that auditors would not have to spend time
poring over highly technical disclosures
that, depending on their level of experience,
they may not fully understand. Otherwise,
Jacoby said, “The proposal becomes very
problematic for firms that don’t have very
experienced personnel and don’t have the
intensive training required.”
“The question is who does the work,
how is it done and how is it supervised—
especially in an area where there is a great
deal of complexity, like disclosures,” Jacoby said. “Any accounting system today is
extremely complicated. No auditor knows
all the details, and so they rely on checklists. If the checklists haven’t been vetted,
that’s an issue itself.”
cgaetano@nysscpa.org

What the IAASB is proposing, at a glance
A look at the ISAs that would be affected by the proposal, and how the board intends to improve them

ISA 200

To clarify that the definition of financial statements in the ISAs includes all disclosures.

Overall Objectives of the Independent Auditor and the Conduct of
an Audit in Accordance with International Standards on Auditing

ISA 210
Agreeing the Terms of Audit Engagements

To highlight that it is beneficial for auditors to agree with management their responsibilities relating to the preparation of
disclosures, as well as providing access to information necessary for audit purposes.

ISA 240

To add emphasis for auditors to consider disclosures when assessing the risk of misstatement arising from fraud.

The Auditor’s Responsibilities Relating to Fraud in an
Audit of Financial Statements

ISA 260 (Revised)

To encourage auditors to discuss matters relating to disclosures and the financial statements early in the audit process.

Communication with Those Charged with Governance

ISA 300

To focus auditors on the planning considerations related to disclosures earlier in the audit process.

Planning an Audit of Financial Statements

ISA 315 (Revised)
Identifying and Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement
Through Understanding the Entity and Its Environment

ISA 320

To assist auditors with more effectively and consistently identifying and assessing the risks of material misstatement in
disclosures.

Materiality in Planning and Performing an Audit

To clarify that the nature of potential misstatements in disclosures is also relevant to the design of audit procedures to
address the risks of material misstatement.

ISA 330

To assist auditors with more effectively responding to the risks of material misstatement in disclosures.

The Auditor’s Responses to Assessed Risks

ISA 450
Evaluation of Misstatements Identified During the Audit

ISA 700,
Forming an Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements

To clarify that misstatements in disclosures are accumulated, and the effect of uncorrected misstatement, both individually
and in aggregate, considered in light of the financial statements as a whole.
To provide guidance for the audit procedures when evaluating the presentation of the financial statements, including
whether fair presentation has been achieved (if applicable).

Copyright © May 2014 by the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC). All rights reserved. Used with the permission of IFAC. Permission is granted to make copies of
this work to achieve maximum exposure and feedback.
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New NYSSCPA committee sheds light on start-up, emerging tech concerns
BY KEITH LAZARUS

Trusted Professional Correspondent

N

YSSCPA members have formed a
new statewide committee aimed at
examining issues pertaining to small
technology start-ups and other
early-stage venture-backed industries.
The group, the Emerging Tech Entrepreneurial Committee (ETEC), was launched
in August and was an offshoot of the Small
Business Outreach Committee’s Silicon
Alley Task Force. Members had formed the
task force to help CPAs better respond to
how technology was changing New York’s
business landscape, but, as time went on,
they decided that an entirely new committee
was needed to give the issue the attention it
deserved.
ETEC Chair Phillip P. Laycock said
that the committee is looking to bring together CPAs from firms of all sizes to col-

laborate and share ideas that can benefit
those involved in or servicing this industry
segment. The current membership is composed of CPAs who have diverse areas of
interest but are involved with or interest-

M

embers of the NYSSCPA’s
Not-for-Profit Organizations
Committee were recently
tapped by the New York State
Office for People with Developmental
Disabilities (OPWDD) to address how
certain transactions should be included on
the consolidated fiscal report (CFR).
The CFR is used by the state’s CFR Interagency Committee—a coalition of governmental funding organizations, including
the OPWDD—to collect cost and revenue
information from their providers. Providers
are required to submit a consolidated fiscal
report on an annual basis.
The state government has been working
to improve the CFR since it was created
in 1986.
According to Immediate Past Chair
David M. Rottkamp, several years ago,
the Not-for-Profit Organizations Committee established a task force that partnered with the CFR Interagency Committee to heighten the quality of the form,
its preparation and its certification.
As part of the effort, the NYSSCPA task
force not only made recommendations for
improving the CFR and how agencies could
better prepare it, but also clarified sections
where the instructions were unclear. What’s
more, the task force provided training on
preparing and certifying the CFR during the
Society’s annual Not-for-Profit Conference.

various means, including seminars, podcasts
and networking events.
NYSSCPA members who are passionate
about serving technology and new media entrepreneurial ventures are strongly encouraged

“We want to ensure that we are evolving as a value-added resource to the technology and
new-media sector.”
—Phillip P. Laycock, Emerging Tech Entrepreneurial Committee chair
ed in new media and technology start-up
companies.
“The committee’s primary goal and initial
focus is to assemble and share information
in such a way that it is easily assimilated by
these early-stage enterprises,” Laycock said.
“In short, we hope to cut through the clutter and provide entrepreneurs and CPAs
general and concise information which
stimulates thought that ultimately leads to
successful decision making.”

NYSSCPA nonprofit task force answers
the call for assistance from Albany
BY CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

To that end, the new committee plans to
develop an official NYSSCPA toolkit to provide critical practical knowledge to entrepreneurs and investors in the industry—all from
the perspective of a CPA.

The task force recently reorganized after
OPWDD’s Director of Rate Setting Joanne P. Howard reached out to Rottkamp.
Rottkamp, who now serves as task force
chair, said that in the past few months, the
state had once again been examining the
reporting of certain transactions on the
CFR, as part of a report it was putting together for the federal government. The department turned to task force members for
guidance on how to better capture relevant
information.
In a series of conference calls with
Albany last month, task force members
discussed best practices for getting information from service providers that use
the CFR, how to compose schedules for
maximum clarity and the best methods for
certifying the information, all in ways that
would meet everyone’s needs.
“That we pulled our resources together
as quickly as we did was a testament to
our dedication and collaboration with the
state on this process,” he said.
Rottkamp said he believed there would
be additional conversations with the
state in the future, noting that he and
Howard had discussed engaging the task
force again to assess and address changes
on the horizon and to look back at the recommendations previously implemented.
“We’ve committed to re-engaging again
to further ensure the certification and
preparation quality of the CFR,” he said.
cgaetano@nysscpa.org

Once completed, the toolkit will be disseminated in various forms to the public and will
be used to highlight the fact that CPAs can
serve a critical added-value role to those in the
emerging tech area. Laycock explained that
the committee will work with venture capital
and angel investors to understand what they
are looking for in CPA services.
“ETEC has been drawing from its members’ knowledge and interviewing those in the
community, from entrepreneurs to intellectual
property experts, to those involved with capital formation and others in developing the
toolkit,” Laycock said.
The committee also plans to craft a CPA
handbook that compiles relevant and up-todate accounting and tax considerations that
are germane to the industry, which will be
promoted to industry professionals through

to join the committee, Laycock said. Besides
having an opportunity to share experiences
and discuss hot topics in serving emerging
technology and new media clients, committee
members will also be exposed to technology
start-up industry entrepreneurs and investors
through speaking events, published pieces and
informal networking events.
“Technology and new media have, for some
time now, been very exciting environments,”
Laycock added. “We want to ensure that we
are evolving as a value-added resource to this
sector.”
Members interested in joining can view the
ETEC’s Web page at nysscpa.org for more
information or contact Nellie Gomez, the
NYSSCPA’s Manager, Committees, at ngomez@nysscpa.org.
klazarus@nysscpa.org.

Thursday, Dec. 11, 5:30 p.m. – 9 p.m. by Dec. 5

Complimentary

Play Money✩ Cocktails ✩ Sinatra ✩ Food ✩ Gifts
A Vegas Casino Night Holiday Celebration
RSVP to casino@nysscpa.org by December 5
Only 100 spots are left. RSVP now!
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Society Awards: Which CPAs met the profession’s gold standard this year?
BY NEREIDA GOMEZ
NYSSCPA Manager, Committees

C

ertified public accountants throughout New York state give generously of their free time to better their
profession and to assist with com-

munity causes and projects in the public
interest. The NYSSCPA recognizes these
volunteer and professional commitments
through an awards program designed to
highlight outstanding service and to recognize professional development. The following awards are presented each year to

qualified CPAs who are Society members:

Arthur J. Dixon Public Service Award
Recognizes CPAs who have a demonstrated history of public service and volunteerism for a charitable, community or civic
organization. This award celebrates the

quality of, and dedication to, philanthropic service and the CPA’s overall contribution to building and fostering community.

See NYSSCPA Awards, on page 9

2015 NOMINATION FORM FOR NYSSCPA AWARDS
Please indicate the award you are nominating an individual for:






Arthur J. Dixon Public Service Award
NYSSCPA Distinguished Service Award
Dr. Emanuel Saxe Outstanding CPA in Education Award
Outstanding CPA in Government Award
Outstanding CPA in Industry Award

Community, Charitable and Government Activities
(To be answered if nomination is for Arthur J. Dixon Public Service Award)
1) Organization______________________________________________________________________
Position _____________________________________________________________________________
Describe Responsibilities ______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Number of Years _____________________________________________________________________

PERSONAL
_________________________________________________________________________
Candidate’s Name

_________________________________________________________________________
Home Address

_________________________________________________________________________
Home Telephone

_________________________________________________________________________
Hometown/College Newspapers (Please list for publicity purposes in the event the nominee wins)

_________________________________________________________________________
Society Member Since

 Elected  Volunteered  Appointed

2) Organization______________________________________________________________________
Position _____________________________________________________________________________
Describe Responsibilities ______________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Number of Years _______________________
 Elected  Volunteered  Appointed

3) Organization______________________________________________________________________
Position _____________________________________________________________________________
Describe Responsibilities ______________________________________________________________

EMPLOYMENT

____________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
Firm

_________________________________________________________________________
Title

_________________________________________________________________________
Address

_________________________________________________________________________
Telephone

Number of Years

_________________________________________________________________________
Firm

_________________________________________________________________________

Number of Years _____________________________________________________________________
 Elected  Volunteered  Appointed

Special Considerations
In 1,000 words or less, highlight the nominee’s qualiﬁcations and outstanding service and
contributions to the profession. * (Attach separate sheet of paper.)
For the Arthur J. Dixon Public Service Award only, highlight the nominee’s contribution to the community.

NOMINATOR

Title

_____________________________________________________________________________

Address

_____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Telephone

Number of Years

Name

Address

_____________________________________________________________________________
Office Phone

_____________________________________________________________________________

EDUCATION
School Major, Degree, Year:

Signature

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES
_____________________________________________________________________________
NYSSCPA Chapter

1 __________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

2 __________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

3 __________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Committees
Offices

Other Contributions
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Buffalo past president named latest Urbach award winner
BY JASON WONG
Trusted Professional Staff

T

hroughout his career, Gerard “Jerry”
T. Mazurkiewicz, a past president
of the NYSSCPA’s Buffalo Chapter, has leveraged his experience as a
CPA to aid charitable organizations. And
though he’s volunteered with a variety of
groups—from the Women & Children’s
Hospital of Buffalo Foundation, to the
Foundation of the Roman Catholic Diocese
of Buffalo—his goal has remained the same:
to help improve the quality of life for residents in the Greater Buffalo area.
In recognition of his service, Mazurkiewicz
was selected as the 2014 recipient of the Michael H. Urbach, CPA Community Builders
Award. Co-sponsored by the NYSSCPA and
the New York Council of Nonprofits, Inc.
(NYCON), the award, now in its 11th
year, is given to a New York CPA who has
demonstrated excellence in board leadership
for nonprofit organizations and community
service. It is named for the late Michael H.
Urbach, an NYSSCPA member and the first
CPA to serve as the New York state commissioner of taxation and finance. Urbach was

a board officer for several charities, including
the Boys & Girls Club of Albany and the
United Way of Northeastern New York.
Mazurkiewicz received the award on
Oct. 9 at NYCON’s annual business meeting in New Paltz. He was nominated by the
Community Foundation for Greater Buffalo,
where he serves as chairman of the board.
“[ Jerry’s] unwavering commitment to the
Buffalo region and inspiring generosity of
time, talent and treasure truly distinguishes
him as a remarkable person,” said Clotilde
Perez-Bode Dedecker, the foundation’s president and CEO.
Mazurkiewicz’s desire to give back to the
community has its roots in his own personal
story. Born and raised in Buffalo, his father
died when he was 7 years old, and he credits
religious programs, family and caring friends
with providing the extra support he needed to
succeed academically and, eventually, attend
college. After graduating from the University
at Buffalo (SUNY), he joined KPMG, where
he remained for 32 years before joining Dopkins & Company, LLP, after his retirement in
2002. He was named a partner there in 2006.
He began working with the Community
Foundation six years ago. The foundation is a

public charity that holds more than 750 dif“The GHHI has gotten a number of agenferent charitable funds, large and small, estab- cies to collaborate on helping to rehabilitate
lished by individuals, families, nonprofit
the homes of people in need, especially children,” Mazurkiewicz said.
organizations and businesses.
“And Say Yes Buffalo has provided
According to Dedecker, Mazurkscholarships for students, as well as
iewicz had a leading role in expandhealth care, counseling and othing the organization’s offerings to
er needed elements of support for
clients and enabling its partnerships
inner-city children.”
to achieve a significant, lasting imGerard “Jerry” T.
Still, Mazurkiewicz is slow to
pact. He promoted the organization’s
Mazurkiewicz
take credit for the foundation’s succollaborative partnerships with public
and private entities—a strategy that resulted in cess. “Though chairmanship allows me to be
$31 million in additional support for initia- an ambassador of the organization in the
community, the achievements of the foundatives in Western New York.
Mazurkiewicz said he is deeply com- tion are a credit to the collaborative efforts of
mitted to the foundation’s programs, such its staff and board.” he said.
He added that he hopes others will become
as the Green & Healthy Homes Initiative
(GHHI), which aims to break the link be- involved with volunteer and charitable work
tween hazardous and poorly maintained as well. “It’s something that, however you may
housing and unhealthy children, and Say Yes look at it, we all need to do,” he said. “It’s not
Buffalo, whose mission is to increase high something to do for the sake of an award, but
school and postsecondary completion rates. because you believe in what an organization is
Over the years, the region has suffered from doing and you’re committed to a cause.”
“When you volunteer and give,” he adda low graduation rate, which, according to
ed, “you are giving less fortunate people
Mazurkiewicz, has been difficult to shake.
These programs, he said, are key to helping the opportunity to lead meaningful and
vulnerable families in the area become more healthy lives.”
jwong@nysscpa.org
self-sustaining.

NYSSCPA Seeks Judges for Financial Journalism Contest
BY ALONZA ROBERTSON
Trusted Professional Correspondent

T

he NYSSCPA is looking for active
Society members to serve as judges for its upcoming 32nd Annual
Excellence in Financial Journalism
(EFJ) Awards.

The EFJ Awards honor professional and
student journalists for distinguished reporting that cultivates, promotes and disseminates understanding of accounting, finance
and business topics. The upcoming contest
will recognize reporters from the national
and local press whose work was published
or broadcast in 2014.

A panel of judges, composed of members
from the NYSSCPA and the New York
Financial Writers Association, will assess
entries based on accuracy, quality and thoroughness of research.
Judging will begin in February and winners will be announced in April. A formal
awards ceremony will be held in May.

If you’re interested in becoming a volunteer judge for the EFJ Awards, please email
Alonza Robertson at arobertson@nysscpa.
org. Volunteers must serve a minimum of
15 hours over the 60-day online judging
period.
arobertson@nysscpa.org

NYSSCPA Awards
Continued from page 8

NYSSCPA Distinguished Service Award
Salutes CPA members who have distinguished themselves as Society leaders through
model service within the NYSSCPA and the
profession. The award celebrates those who
have demonstrated outstanding dedication to
and have made a remarkable impact upon the
Society and the profession through endeavors such as inspirational service in leadership
positions in the NYSSCPA, the development
of future leaders of the Society and the profession, educational or publication efforts,
public service and other activities.

Dr. Emanuel Saxe Outstanding CPA
in Education Award
Pays tribute to the outstanding contribution by CPAs who have dedicated their life’s

work to accounting education. These individuals have demonstrated a passion for and
commitment to the profession by providing
an educational foundation for future generations of CPAs. This award acknowledges
excellence in teaching and a contribution to
and promotion of the accounting profession.

Outstanding CPA in Government Award
Applauds outstanding service by CPAs
who have dedicated their professional careers to government assignments. As public
servants, these CPAs have distinguished
themselves by their exemplary contribution to the increased effectiveness of their
government organization or agency, as well
as by creating value, leading by example,
championing new solutions, inspiring others and promoting the CPA as the premier
professional designation in government.

Outstanding CPA in Industry Award
Commends outstanding service and professional development in industry. This award
recognizes industry CPAs who have made
significant contributions to their business or
industry by creating value, leading by example,
championing new solutions, inspiring others
and promoting the CPA as the benchmark of
professional designations in industry.

Nominations
The form on page 8 can be used to nominate a CPA Society member for any of the
above awards. Please indicate on the form
the award you are nominating an individual
for. A separate sheet should be attached to
adequately highlight the qualifications and
contributions of the nominee, particularly
as they pertain to the award. Individuals
cannot nominate themselves.

Nomination forms can also be found on
the Society’s website at www.nysscpa.org.
All completed nomination packages
should be postmarked or delivered to the
NYSSCPA, 14 Wall Street, New York,
N.Y. 10005, Attn: Nereida Gomez, by
Jan. 30, 2015. For the Arthur J. Dixon
Public Service Award only, highlight the
nominee’s contribution to the community.
Award winners will be announced at the
Society’s Annual Election Meeting and
Dinner in May 2015. The committee will
notify the award winners and their nominators so they can make arrangements to
be present at the dinner.

Questions
For more information, please contact Nereida
Gomez at 212-719-8358, 800-697-7272, or
ngomez@nysscpa.org.
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PCAOB
Continued from front page
the profession, including the NYSSCPA,
which panned the idea in comment letters.
The second attempt came in 2013 when
the PCAOB offered up a slightly different
proposal that still required the engagement
partner’s name to be included in the audit report. This version, however, included a higher
disclosure threshold for naming other participants in the audit and no longer required the
disclosure of the names of those not employed
by the auditor when referring to persons or
entities other than a public accounting firm.
In each instance, the NYSSCPA openly questioned the need to disclose engagement partner names at all, let alone in the
audit report. The Society disagreed with the
basic premise that such a disclosure would
constitute useful or meaningful information,
arguing that readers are unlikely to be able to
sufficiently assess the capabilities, integrity
and ethical values of those who audit public
companies. Even if they were to recognize
the name of a particular engagement partner,
the Society said, it wouldn’t necessarily mean
that they could evaluate that person’s ability
to coordinate an audit engagement. Moreover, the Society added, since the engagement partner is but one among potentially
hundreds of professionals who take part in
an audit, naming him or her obscures how

much of a team effort an audit really is.
When commenting on the 2013 proposal,
the Society said that if the PCAOB felt it must
name the audit engagement partner, then the
information should be disclosed somewhere
other than in the audit report, such as in regular
PCAOB filings—which appears to be what the
PCAOB is now considering.
Robert N. Waxman, one of the authors of
the NYSSCPA’s most recent comment letter and a member of the Society’s Auditing
Standards Committee, said that having the
disclosures on a separate form vs. being included in the report itself was a reasonable
compromise that he felt he could support.
Among other things, he said, “A new form
would be filed much more promptly and be
available to whoever is interested. It would
create fewer problems.”
However, Elliot L. Hendler, a member
of the NYSSCPA’s SEC Committee and an
author of the Society’s last comment letter on
the naming measure, said that moving audit
engagement partner disclosures from the report
to some separate form overlooked the Society’s
objections to the idea in the first place.
“It would serve no benefit, it’s misleading
and it creates headaches and legal concerns for
different parties... so regardless of if they have
means of alternative disclosure, I would be opposed for the very same reason.” Hendler said.
cgaetano@nysscpa.org
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Doing the right thing
Exchange: a great way to communicate—if you understand your responsibilities
BY ELLIOT A. LESSER, CPA

E

arlier this year, the NYSSCPA
launched Exchange, an online community exclusively for Society members
that allows them to access the knowledge base of their colleagues and connect
with one another. All Society members are
automatically subscribed to the network as
part of a chapter group (though they can
also join groups related to their NYSSCPA
committees or Foundation for Accounting Education courses). Members also have
automatic access to the site’s Open Forum
and are encouraged to participate in conversations there, which many do—on a recent
afternoon, topic threads ranged from the
Metropolitan Commuter Transportation
Mobility Tax to finding good administrative
staff. However, it’s important to note that
members who participate in Exchange are
expected to abide by the site’s own “Code
of Conduct”—a list of rules and points of
etiquette that you can read for yourself at
http://exchange.nysscpa.org/codeofconduct.
Among other things, the Code of Conduct
stipulates that—
• posts are not intended to serve as a substitute for a member’s own research and
judgment, and do not constitute an opinion

of the Society, of its committee or of the volunteer providing the assistance;
• the New York State Society of CPAs is
not responsible for the opinions and information posted on this site by others.
In many cases, comments posted to Exchange are of a technical nature, with members giving or soliciting advice. Accordingly,
all Society members should familiarize themselves with the above disclaimers, which serve
as reminders that information provided on
the site is not a substitute for legal and professional advice. Any technical information and

advice received through Exchange should be
considered a starting point, at best, and is not
a substitute for a member’s own research.
These words of caution apply not only to
those looking to act on the advice contained
in the posts, but to the posters themselves,
who should be careful about the type and
amount of information they share. Members
who utilize the forum should be mindful of
the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct,
which the Society adopted as its own in
2013. Rule 301, dealing with client confidentiality, provides the following:

“A member in public practice shall not
disclose any confidential client information
without the specific consent of the client.”
As such, members who post to the site
should not disclose clients’ names or any information that can be associated with a client.
In other words, members utilizing the forum
in any manner should beware of their professional responsibility to clients, other members and the public
Elliot A. Lesser, CPA, is a retired partner
of Berdon LLP.

z DISCIPLINARY MATTERS

Ivan M. Brodzansky, of Garden City, N.Y., was expelled from membership in the NYSSCPA, effective May 14, 2014, as a result of a
decision by a hearing panel of the Joint Trial Board. Brodzansky was found guilty of violating NYSSCPA bylaw Article XII.12 for failing to
cooperate with the Professional Ethics Committee in an investigation of his alleged unprofessional conduct.
James H. David Jr., of Bethpage, N.Y., was disciplined under the provisions of Article XII.15 of the Society’s bylaws. Effective Oct. 3, 2014,
David’s membership was terminated as a result of the Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC) disciplinary action. Specifically, the SEC
denied David the privilege of appearing or practicing before the Commission as an accountant for 10 years. This decision was based on the
SEC’s findings that David, the CFO of a company, engaged in improper professional conduct by: 1) permitting the making of materially false
and misleading entries in the financial statements; 2) failing to correct the entity’s financial statements that were materially false and misleading;
3) signing the SEC filings which contained false and misleading information. David stated affirmatively that the financial statements were
presented in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles; however the financial statements contained material departures from
generally accepted accounting principles for improper revenue recognition. David was also barred from serving as an officer or director of
any public company and was ordered to pay $641,620 in disgorgement for gains from his sales of stock while participating in the fraud,
plus prejudgment interest thereon, and a $200,000 civil money penalty. David neither admitted nor denied the above specified charges.
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New York state corporation tax reform: What’s in store for 2015?
BY BRIAN GORDON, CPA

S

weeping changes are coming to New
York state corporation tax laws, effective for tax years beginning on or after
Jan. 1, 2015. Keep reading to brush up
on some of the more notable modifications.

Sourcing and economic nexus
Under current New York law, a corporation
does not have nexus—that is, a significant
presence in the state that would make it subject to taxes—if its only connection to the
state is the shipment of goods sold to New
York customers, regardless of the amount.
Nexus requires physical presence, employees,
or assets in New York. However, New York
state has created a new economic nexus standard of $1 million in sales sourced to New
York for tax years beginning Jan. 1, 2015. According to the new law, a company with no
physical presence in New York is still doing
business in New York if it has sales in excess
of $1 million sourced to New York customers.
Under Public Law (PL) 86-272, if a company’s only connection to a state is that it has
employees in that state solely for the purpose
of soliciting sales of tangible personal property,
and those resulting sales are delivered from a
point outside the state, tax cannot be imposed
on the income resulting from those sales. PL

86-272 will still protect out-of-state companies, but only for tax on income resulting
from sales of tangible personal property. New
York has not made it clear whether it will
impose the tax on capital or the fixed-dollar
minimum tax on these corporations. Other
states with economic nexus standards have
imposed tax on capital or minimum tax.
In addition, the nexus exemption for
fulfillment services is eliminated. If inventory—an asset—is stored at a company in New
York that is performing fulfillment services,
there is currently an exemption from nexus.
This exemption will no longer apply under
the new law, however, and nexus will be created for having assets in the state even if they
are at a fulfillment service.
Income from services. PL 86-272 does not
offer protection from tax on income from
sales of services or any sales other than sales
of tangible personal property. Currently, this
income is sourced to the location where the
service was performed, but the sourcing rules
for sales of services are changing. For example, New York is changing to market-based
sourcing for services, which means that the
income from services will be sourced to the
location that receives the benefit of the service—generally, the location of the customer.
Sales of services to New York customers will
be sourced to New York, and if they are in ex-

DECEMBER 4, 2014
New York City Bar Association
(also available via Live Webcast)

Real Estate
Conference

The Impact of Key Changes in Tax, Accounting, and
the Structuring of Real Estate Transactions
Get “nuts-and-bolts” guidance and strategic insight from leading specialists on managing risks
and exploiting opportunities

Robert A. Knakal

Chairman, Massey Knakal Realty

Thomas Fink

Senior Vice President–Managing
Director, Trepp

Glenn Newman

President, NYC Tax Commission

Thanks to our Sponsors

Visit nysscpa.org/realestate14 or call 800-537-3635 to register!

cess of $1 million, nexus will be created and
will result in tax on this income.
Income from digital products. Digital products, such as digital books, videos or audio
products, are also not tangible personal property; thus, they are not protected under PL 86272. This income will also be sourced to New
York if that is where the customer is located.
Nexus will be created if sales exceed $1 million.

Elimination of Article 32
Under the corporation tax reform, Article 32
of New York Tax Law on banking corporations is being eliminated. Banks will now be
taxable under Article 9-A as a general business corporation.

New tax bases
The current entire net income base is revised;
it will become the new tax on business income.
The current alternative minimum tax
base is repealed. The new bases are as follows:
tax on capital, tax on business income and
fixed-dollar minimum.
Tax on capital. Major changes to capital
computations will occur. Investment capital
will be more narrowly defined, and subsidiary
capital will no longer be separately classified;
there will also be no tax on subsidiary capital.
Business capital is all capital that is not defined as investment capital. The tax on capital
base will be 0.15 percent and will be gradually
phased out, becoming zero percent in 2021.
The new definition of investment capital
will be as follows: Investment capital only
includes investments in stocks. Investment
capital will no longer include bonds or other
securities. The investments in stocks must be
held by the taxpayer for more than six consecutive months, but not be held for sale to
customers in the regular course of business.
Tax on business income. Income will be
categorized as either business income, investment income or other exempt income (a new
category). Investment income will be exempt
from tax, as well as will other exempt income.
There will no longer be income from subsidiary capital.
Investment income refers to income—including capital gains in excess of capital losses—
from investment capital, to the extent included
in computing entire net income, less interest
expense directly or indirectly attributable to
investment capital or investment income, and/
or less losses or expenses for hedging positions
of investment capital. There will no longer be
other expenses attributable to investment income—only interest expense. Investment income cannot be negative, and it cannot exceed
the entire net income.
Other exempt income means the sum of exempt controlled foreign corporation (CFC) income and exempt unitary corporation dividends.
Business income is newly defined as income other than investment income or other
exempt income. The new business income base

will replace the entire net income base. Lower
tax rates will go into effect. The tax on the business income base will be reduced 7.1 percent to
6.5 percent for tax years beginning on or after
Jan. 1, 2016.
For qualified manufacturers, the rate will be
zero percent for tax years on or after Jan.1, 2014.

New allocation/apportion methodology
New York state is implementing a single receipts apportionment factor, using customer-based sourcing rules for all taxpayers.

Financial industry income
There are many new rules affecting financial
industry income apportionment, including a
fixed-percentage election of 8 percent apportioned to New York for some types of income.

MTA surcharge
The Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA)
surcharge is becoming permanent, and it will
be subject to the new economic nexus rules
that apply to corporate taxation in New York
state. Corporations no longer need physical
presence in the MTA districts to be subject to
the surcharge. The traditional three-factor formula of property, payroll and receipts will be
used for the MTA surcharge. The numerator of
these factors is the amounts attributable to the
metropolitan commuter transportation district
(MCTD); the denominator is the amounts attributable to New York state.

Combined reporting
New York state is adopting full unitary water’s edge combined reporting, with an ownership requirement of more than 50 percent.
Because banks will now be taxable under Article 9-A, they will be able to be combined
with other general business corporations, if
they meet the new criteria.
Under the new legislation, the two important requirements for combination are unitary
business and more than 50 percent common
ownership. Currently, the important requirements for combination are substantial intercompany transactions and the correction of distortion. These requirements will be eliminated.
Economic nexus rules, as they are applied to combined groups, will be as follows:
The threshold for economic nexus, as mentioned above, will be $1 million in receipts.
The $1 million threshold is applied to the
entire combined group, with one exception:
Any combined corporation with less than
$10,000 in sales will be excluded from the
group for the purposes of determining the
$1 million economic nexus threshold.
In addition to these requirements for
combined reporting, taxpayers can elect to
include in their combined report those corporations that meet the 50 percent common
ownership test, even if they do not meet the
See Tax Reform, on page 13
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No Circular 230 disclaimers? No problem

Protective language CPAs can use in their written communications
BY SUZANNE M. HOLL, CPA

C

PA firms are generally well aware of
the recent modifications to Circular
230, which outlines the rules governing practice before the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) for all professionals who
prepare tax returns and provide tax advice.
The revised form of the guidance, effective as
of June 12, 2014, reshapes the standards for
written advice, eschewing a complex set of
rules for a more basic collection of principles.
However, there is one area that has caused
confusion—and even alarm—among some
practitioners: the proper use of disclaimers,
in light of the revised regulations.
As perhaps the most noticeable change to
arise from the new rules, the IRS’s Office of
Professional Responsibility (OPR) has instructed practitioners to discontinue use of
this Circular 230 disclaimer:
“Pursuant to Internal Revenue Service Circular 230, we hereby inform you that the advice
set forth herein with respect to U.S. federal tax
issues was not intended or written to be used,
and cannot be used, by you or any taxpayer, for
the purpose of avoiding any penalties that may
be imposed on you or any other person under the
Internal Revenue Code.”
Though the disclaimer had become ubiquitous in practitioner emails, the IRS noted that,
in many instances, it was often “inserted without
regard to whether the disclaimer is necessary or
appropriate” and had become meaningless.
The OPR has made it clear that practi-

Tax Reform
Continued from page 12
unitary business test. Once elected, they
must stay combined for seven years. Credits will be determined separately, but will be
applied against the combined tax. New York
City does not have these new laws; therefore,
different combined groups could result.

Net operating loss
The rules for net operating loss (NOL) are also
being changed for tax years beginning Jan. 1,
2015. An NOL is the amount of “business loss”
incurred in a tax year, multiplied by the taxpayer’s apportionment percentage for that year.
The new NOL will be subject to the business
allocation percentage (BAP) in the year of loss.
The allocated loss will be carried forward and
applied against allocated income.
Currently, the NOL is not allocated. The
unallocated loss is carried forward and is applied as an NOL deduction (NOLD) against

tioners who continue to use disclaimers referencing Circular 230 will receive a cease-anddesist letter from the office, but some CPAs
fear giving up its perceived protective value.
However, from a risk management perspective, the unrestrained use of disclaimers on
nearly every CPA communication—regardless of whether such communication contains
tax advice—is indeed problematic, as it can
cause clients to ignore disclaimers altogether.
Ultimately, the best practice is to include,
in the body of the communication, any specific limitations and caveats regarding the
information presented. This requires that a
CPA apply professional judgment to every
communication containing advice, but would
significantly increase the likelihood that such
language would provide some value to the
CPA, in the event of a claim or lawsuit.
If a CPA still feels that the protective
language of a more general disclaimer is
desired in certain situations, the following
points should be considered in developing
and using one:
• State that recipients should not rely on
advice based on limited information.
• Never reference Circular 230 specifically
and expand the disclaimer language to include accounting, business and other advice
offered by the firm.
• Offer additional services, if applicable, to
address the client’s particular factual situation.
• Only use the disclaimer on emails or faxes when advice is contained in the message.
The following is sample disclaimer lan-

current-year income, before allocation. Any
remaining income will then be allocated by
the BAP. Prior-years’ NOL (prior to Jan. 1,
2015) will be converted using a new calculation, and may be used in addition to NOL
under the new law.
The New York NOLD will be calculated
independently from the federal deduction. In
addition, the respective losses do not have to
originate in the same year.
The NOL should not be used to reduce
allocated income all the way down to zero—
only enough to reduce income to the point
where the resulting tax would be the same as
tax on capital or the fixed-dollar minimum.
NOL incurred under the new law may be
carried forward for 20 years and carried back
for 3 years, but not to any year prior to 2015.
Brian Gordon, CPA, is director of state and local
taxes at Sanders Thaler Viola & Katz, LLP.
This article originally appeared in the
NYSSCPA’s Tax Stringer.

guage that may be desirable to those perceiving a benefit from a protective footer:
Any accounting, business or tax advice contained in this communication, including attachments and enclosures, is not intended as a
thorough, in-depth analysis of specific issues, nor
a substitute for a formal opinion, nor is it sufficient to avoid tax-related penalties. If desired,
<Firm> would be pleased to perform the requisite research and provide you with a detailed
written analysis. Such an engagement may be
the subject of a separate engagement letter that
would define the scope and limits of the desired
consultation services.
In addition, the Circular 230 disclaimer
should not be confused with the “Privileged
and Confidential” disclaimer, which helps
protect the firm in the event of an inadvertent breach of confidential communications
to a wrong recipient, and should remain on
all CPA communications. The following is
an example:
Privileged and Confidential—this communication and any accompanying documents are
confidential and privileged. They are intended
for the sole use of the addressee. If you receive this

transmission in error, you are advised that any
disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking
of any action in reliance upon this communication is strictly prohibited. Moreover, any such
disclosure shall not compromise or waive the attorney–client, accountant–client, or other privileges as to this communication or otherwise. If
you have received this communication in error,
please contact me at the above email address.
Thank you.
More information on the regulations
governing practice before the IRS can be
found in the Department of the Treasury
publication at http://1.usa.gov/1phrOuh.
Suzanne M. Holl, CPA, senior vice president
of loss prevention services at Camico (www.camico.com), has more than 18 years of experience in
Big Four public accounting and private industry.
For information on the Camico program,
call Camico directly at 800-652-1772, or
contact: (Upstate) Reggie DeJean, Lawley
Service, Inc., 716-849-8618, and (Downstate) Dan Hudson, Chesapeake Professional Liability Brokers, Inc., 410-757-1932.
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NYSSCPA gives rising accounting
stars a boost with career fair
BY ALONZA ROBERTSON
Trusted Professional Correspondent

I

f you convene it, they will come.
That was true, at least, for the Society’s
NextGen Accounting Career Fair, held
Oct. 7 at New York University’s Wasserman
Center. As the Society’s first career fair in more
than a decade, it drew some 150 students, new
grads and career-change professionals looking
for a chance to highlight their education and
maybe land an interview, internship or job.
The promise of the latter drew job seeker
Moshe Amsel. A former IT specialist who
recently completed all four parts of the CPA
exam, Amsel said he’s hoping to eventually
become a forensic accountant.
“[The event] is a wonderful idea,” he said.
“I’m looking forward to meeting a lot of employers today—there are so many firms here
that I had not heard of before.”
The career fair was produced as a showcase
for small to medium-sized accounting firms
seeking new talent. A wide variety of them
participated in the event, including Baker
Tilly, LLP; Berdon, LLP; Buchbinder Tunick
& Co., LLP; Demetrius Berkower, LLC;
Farkouh Furman & Faccio LLP; Hertz Herson LLP; Marks Paneth LLP; MBAF, LLC;
the Modern Language Association of America; and Raich Ende Malter & Co., LLP. The
fair was sponsored by Wiley CPAexcel and
Yaeger CPA Review.
Unlike other career fairs, the Society didn’t
just grant access to firms and seasoned professionals—it coached participants on how
to interact with them, said the NYSSCPA’s
NextGen program manager, Tekecha Morgan.
Morgan arranged a three-part workshop series for career fair participants that focused on
goal setting, networking, résumé writing and
mock interviews.

It appears to have paid off. “We met a lot
of very well-prepared students today,” said
Steve Bianco, a recruiter from Berdon. He
was equally impressed by how far some had
come for the event. “There were obviously a
lot of students from NYU here, but also a lot
of other schools that we don’t typically visit,
including some all the way from Rochester.”
Students spoke with firm representatives
about areas of the profession they’re interested in, when they expect to graduate, and their
plans for eventually taking the CPA exam.
About a third of the participants said they were
currently preparing for the test.
“I see this as a great opportunity to take advantage of,” said Melissa Gonzalez who is graduating with her accounting degree in December
from SUNY College at Old Westbury on Long
Island. In fact, Gonzalez was so convinced
about the possible benefits of attending the fair
that she brought along a friend, who joined the
NYSSCPA at a discounted rate just to participate in the event.
Dr. Mary Michel, an accounting professor
at Manhattan College in the Bronx and an
NYSSCPA campus liaison, brought three of
her students—Lillian Kaszczak, Alba Lika and
Phuong (Peyton ) Vang—to participate as well.
“I think it’s wonderful that in a large city
like New York, we have opportunities for our
students to meet other accounting students
from other colleges and firms that don’t normally recruit at smaller schools,” Michel said.
“It’s really a small world and it’s nice that the
NYSSCPA is bringing us all together.”
Although not every jobseeker landed a position, the career fair did boost every attendee’s confidence.
“The prospects look good,” Gonzalez said,
smiling while scanning the room. “I’m going
to land something, hopefully. Hopefully!”
arobertson@nysscpa.org

1-4. Standing elbow-to-elbow, students wait for their turn to speak with firm representatives; 5. Lydia Morrison, a
representative of Farkouh Furman & Faccio LLP shares information about the firm; 6. Dr. Mary Michel, an accounting
professor at Manhattan College and an NYSSCPA campus liaison, with three of her students, Lillian Kaszczak, Alba
Lika and Phuong (Peyton ) Vang; 7-8. Barry Sorkin, an audit manager at Raich Ende Malter & Co., LLP, and Larry
Fyock, chief marketing manager at Yaeger Review, chat with students; 9. Denise Stefano and Peter Milburn of Wiley
CPAexcel at their exhibitor’s table.

Photos: Ebby Agu
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NYSSCPA Salutes
Sole Practitioners
Why We Love Sole Practitioners

7

• 1 CPA team, by definition
• 1 who serves on statewide committees and chapters
• 1 of the small businesses that serves
other small businesses
• 1-on-1 time with clients, their specialty
• 1-derful!
Why Sole Practitioners Love the NYSSCPA

8

9

• Because Society events help to enhance your knowledge
base, and build your client base
• Because the CCH TaxAware Center is a valued resource
• Because discounts on FedEx deliveries matter
• Because NYSSCPA insurance providers protect your future
• Because member benefits like payroll services, benefits
administration, and HR management free you up to do
what you do best—building your business by serving clients
• Because membership means 28,000+ New York CPAs
have your back

To learn more about your benefits or how you can join the
NYSSCPA, contact Alex Metz, Manager of Membership and Chapter
Engagement, at 212-719-8420, or ametz@nysscpa.org.

Find out more @ nysscpa.org/JoinUs
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Well done! Buffalo gives kudos to 2014 Urbach Award winner
BY THOMAS BURNS
Buffalo Chapter President

chairman of the Buffalo Chapter’s Committee in Cooperation with the Bar Association of Erie County; Bruce Zgoda,
he Buffalo Chapter congratulates Jerry the Buffalo Chapter’s president-elect; Lisa
Mazurkiewicz, the 2014 recipient of Manning; Chris Acquard; and Tim Hoethe Michael H. Urbach, CPA, Com- lscher served as the official counters for
munity Builders Award. The award, the Wings Flights of Hope Inc. fundraiser
which is cosponsored by the NYSSCPA and at the Hamburg Fair Grounds in Septemthe New York Council of Nonprofits, Inc. (NY- ber. Wings is a nonprofit that provides free
CON), was presented by Allen L. Fetterman flights to sick patients who can’t fly comat NYCON’s annual business meeting in
mercially.
New Paltz last month. Mr. MaOn Oct. 1, Robert Busweiler,
zurkiewicz is the board president
the NYSSCPA’s public affairs
of the Community Foundation
manager, organized a Buffalo
for Greater Buffalo, Inc. and has
Chapter Legislative Breakfast
also provided leadership as a curthat featured Assemblyman
rent or former board member to
Robin Schimminger, chairman
the American Red Cross – Greatof the Committee on EconomTHOMAS BURNS
er Buffalo Chapter; the Women
ic Development, Job Creation,
and Children’s Hospital of Buffalo Buffalo Chapter President Commerce and Industry, at the
Foundation; and the Foundation
Mid-Day Club of Buffalo. It was
of the Roman Catholic Diocese of Buffalo.
an opportunity for members to discuss
For the tenth year in a row, Todd Zgoda, legislative issues, such as estate tax policy

T

reform, regulations on virtual currencies,
protecting the required annual internal
audits of public school districts, expanding
ownership opportunities for CPA firms
and protecting CPAs from dual registration requirements.
The Committee in Cooperation with the
Bar Association of Erie County hosted a
presentation by Andrew Terranova, president of Dale Carnegie Training of Western
New York, on networking basics at Salvatore’s Italian Gardens on Oct. 21. Mr.
Terranova explained what to do before,
during and after every business event to
ensure success and help us feel more confident in our networking efforts.
Raymond M. Nowicki presented the
Buffalo Chapter Ethics Update on Oct. 28
at Salvatore’s Italian Gardens. The course
outlined the AICPA’s new revised Code of
Professional Conduct, which will become
effective Dec. 15.
The Annual Tax Institute is scheduled

for Nov. 6-7 at the Millennium Hotel. This
year’s hot topics include estate and gift
taxes, estate planning, health care and the
employer’s liability and mergers and acquisitions. Contact Phillip Gallson, the Tax
Institute’s Committee Chair, at pgallson@
candgcpa.com for more information.
I’m organizing a meeting with NYSSCPA
President Scott M. Adair and the managing partners of Buffalo Chapter firms at the
Buffalo Club on Nov. 21. Managing partners
will have an opportunity to ask questions
and hear firsthand what the Society is doing
to promote our members and the profession.
As you can see, the Buffalo Chapter has
been hard at work giving back to the community and to the profession. I encourage
you to contact me with any suggestions and
to let me know if you would like to join one
of our committees or help out at an event.

tburns@lumsdencpa.com
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z CHAPTER EVENTS AND CPE
ADIRONDACK

Adirondack Chapter Tax Conference
When: Nov 12, 9 a.m.–5 p.m.
(Check-in 8:30 a.m.)
Where: High Peaks Resort, 30 W. 21st St.,
Lake Placid
Cost: $175
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: 28612541
Contact: John Huttlinger at office@adkaudit.com

BUFFALO

NYS Changes Affecting Nonprofit
Organizations
When: Nov. 5, 8–10 a.m.
Where: Buffalo & Erie County United Way,
742 Delaware Ave.
Cost: $20 members & NFP representatives,
$30 nonmembers
CPE: 2 (specialized knowledge)
Course Code: 29015503
Contact: Sarah Hopkins at shopkins@lumsdencpa.com

MANHATTAN/BRONX

Identity Theft Prevention and Victim Assistance
(In conjunction with the Closely Held and S Corporation
Committees)
When: Nov. 5, 6–8 p.m. (Check-in 5:30 p.m.)
Where: Oppenheimer & Co., 200 Park Ave.
Cost: $25 members; $35 nonmembers
CPE: 2 (taxation)
Course Code: 29156505
Contact: Stewart Berger at sberger@rssmcpa.com
Manhattan/Bronx Chapter
Town Hall and Ethics CPA Update
When: Nov. 17, 6–8 p.m. (Check-in at
5:30 p.m.)
Where: FAE Conference Center, 14 Wall St.
Cost: $25 members; $35 nonmembers
CPE: 2 (general ethics)
Course Code: 42152509
For more information, visit cpe.nysscpa.org.

NORTHEAST

Northeast Chapter Annual Tax Conference
When: Dec. 4, 8:30 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
(check-in at 8 a.m.)
Where: Hilton Garden Inn, Troy
Cost: $175 members; $275 nonmembers
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: 28604541
For more information, visit cpe.nysscpa.org.

MID HUDSON

Mid Hudson Chapter Annual Tax Conference
When: Nov. 14, 9 a.m.– 5 p.m.

(Check-in at 8:30 a.m.)
Where: Ramada Inn, Newburgh
Cost: $150 members; $250 nonmembers
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: 28602531
For more information, visit cpe.nysscpa.org.

NASSAU

Mentor a Student Night
When: Nov. 5, 6 p.m., cocktails; 7 p.m., dinner
Where: Chateau Briand, Carle Place
Cost: $60 per person
Course Code: 45030505
Contact: Michael Katz at mkatz@st-cpas.com

Course Code: 45030510
Contact: Kathleen Becker at Kathleen.becker@
marcumllp.com
Nassau Chapter Annual All-Day
Taxation Conference
When: Dec. 6 or Dec. 7, 9 a.m.–5 p.m.
(Check-in begins at 8:30 a.m.)
Where: Long Island Marriott Hotel & Conference
Center, Uniondale
Cost: $175 members; $250 nonmembers
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: 28603523 (Dec. 6);
28603524 (Dec. 7)
For more information, visit cpe.nysscpa.org.

Women’s Focus Group Luncheon
Topic: Write Better, Right Now
When: Nov. 7, 12 p.m., networking;
12:30 p.m., lunch and seminar; 2:30 p.m., raffle
giveaways
Where: The Inn at New Hyde Park, 214 Jericho
Turnpike
Cost: $50 per person
Course Code: 45030509
Contact: Elizabeth Oberg at Loberg@st-cpas.com

ROCHESTER

Nassau Chapter Blood Drive
When: Nov. 10, 10:45 a.m.–4:45 p.m.
Where: Busmobile – Margolin Winer & Evens
400 Garden City Plaza, Garden City
Contact: Nancy Shapiro at 516-747-2000 or
nshapiro@mwellp.com

ROCKLAND

NYS Estate Tax Changes and Charitable
Giving Strategies
When: Nov. 12, 8–10 a.m.
Where: Marks Paneth
CPE: 2 (taxation)
Course Code: 29036516
Contact: Iola Damante at idamante@rem-co.com
Subpoenas & Legal Issue Do’s and Don’ts
When: Nov. 14, 8–10 a.m.
Where: On Parade Diner, 7980 Jericho Turnpike, Woodbury
Cost: $25 per person; $30 at door
CPE: 2 (advisory services)
Course Code: 29032514
Contact: Jean Townsend at 516-938-5219
Nassau Chapter Blood Drive
When: Nov. 17, 11 a.m.–5 p.m.
Where: Busmobile – WeiserMazars LLP, 60
Crossways Park Drive West, Woodbury
Contact: John Barone at 620-8508 or john.barone@
weisermazars.com
Joint Nassau and Suffolk Chapters Social Event
An Evening of ‘Neturkeying’ at the Long Island Wine Tasting
Reception of the Attorneys and Accountants Joint Committee
When: Nov. 25, 6–9 p.m.
Where: Carlyle at the Palace, 1600 Round Swamp Road,
Plainview
Cost: $60 per person; $70 at door

Chapter CPA Ethics Update
and Town Hall Meetings
During the Society’s town hall meetings, which will be held across New
York state in each of the NYSSCPA’s 15 regional chapters, attendees
will be able to meet a portion of their New York state ethics CPE
requirement with the following ethics update. The course focuses
on the AICPA’s revised Code of Professional Conduct and includes a
discussion of proposed changes to NYS Rule 29.10.

CHAPTER
Manhattan/Bronx
Nassau
Rockland
Suffolk
Westchester

Rochester Chapter 49th Annual
Tax Institute
When: Nov. 21, 8:10 a.m.–4:15 p.m.
Where: Rochester Plaza Hotel, 70 State Street
Cost: $255
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: 28605571
Contact: Anthony G. Sandonato at
asandonato@mmb-co.com

Making Government Benefits
Work for You; Understanding
Social Security and Medicare
Benefits
When: Nov. 4, 8:30–11:30 a.m.
Where: Casa Mia Manor House,
577 Rt. 303, Blauvelt
Cost: $35 members; $50 nonmembers
CPE: 3 (specialized knowledge and applications)
Course Code: 29175505
Contact: Shari Berk at shari@seberkcpapc.com
Rockland Chapter Town Hall
and Ethics CPA Update
(Sponsored by ADP)
When: Nov. 18, 6:30–8:30 p.m.
(5:45 p.m. registration/dinner)
Where: Casa Mia Manor House,
577 Rt. 303, Blauvelt
Cost: $25 members; $50 nonmembers;
$60 at door
CPE: 2 (ethics)
Course Code: 42172513
For more information, visit cpe.nysscpa.org.
Rockland Chapter Tax
Conference
When: Dec. 4, 8:30 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
(check-in at 8 a.m.)
Where: Casa Mia Manor House, Blauvelt
Cost: $150 members, $250 nonmembers
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: 28617521
For more information, visit cpe.nysscpa.org.

DATE
Nov. 17
Jan. 14
Nov. 18
Nov. 13
Nov. 19

COURSE CODE
42152509
42032515
42172513
42082507
42112512

STATEN ISLAND

Education Night
(For college students)
When: Nov. 13
Where: LiGreci’s Staaten, 697 Forest Ave.
Contact: Cynthia Scarinci at cscar907@gmail.com
Networking with Attorneys
and Bankers
When: Nov. 18, 5:30 p.m.
Where: Investors Bank on Page Ave.
Contact: Sophia Faraj at sfaraj628@gmail.com
Staten Island Chapter All-Day
Tax Conference
When: Nov. 21
Where: College of Staten Island, 2800 Victory Blvd.
Cost: $125 members; $175 nonmembers
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: 28607521
For more information, visit cpe.nysscpa.org.

SUFFOLK

Casino and Networking Night!
When: Nov. 6
Where: Upsky Hotel, Hauppauge
Cost: $55 per person
Course Code: 45080507
Contact: Brett Perna at bperna@sheehancpa.com
Suffolk Chapter Town Hall
and Ethics CPA Update
When: Nov. 13, 5 p.m. Cocktails & Dinner;
6:45 p.m. Officers; 7 p.m. Ethics
Where: Stonebridge Country Club,
2000 Raynors Way, Smithtown
CPE: 2 (general ethics)
Course Code: 42082507 (Ethics only Free);
42082527 (Dinner & Ethics);45080510
(Dinner Only)
Cost: Ethics only, free; $55 dinner or
dinner and Ethics
Contact: Elizabeth Vuozzo at evuozzo@fuoco.com
Joint Nassau and Suffolk Chapters
Social Event
An Evening of ‘Neturkeying’ at the Long Island
Wine Tasting Reception of the Attorneys and
Accountants Joint Committee
When: Nov. 25, 6–9 p.m.
Where: Carlyle at the Palace, 1600 Round
Swamp Road, Plainview
Cost: $60 per person; $70 at door
Course Code: 450305107
Contact: Kathleen Becker at Kathleen.becker@
marcumllp.com

See page 18

LOCATION
FAE Conference Center, 14 Wall St.
Chateau Briand, Carle Place
Casa Mia Manor House, Blauvelt
Stonebridge Country Club, Smithtown
800 Westchester Ave., White Plains
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Continued from page 17
Toys For Tots—20th Anniversary!
When: Dec. 12
Where: The Offices of Sheehan & Company,
15 South Bales Ave., Port Washington
Course Code: 45080509
Contact: Cynthia Finn Barry at cbarry@sheehancpa.com
Suffolk Chapter Annual Tax Conference
When: Dec. 13, 8:30 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
(Check-in begins at 8:00 a.m.)
Where: Islandia Marriott, 3635 Express Drive North
Cost: $150 members; $250 nonmembers
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: 28608525
For more information, visit cpe.nysscpa.org.

SYRACUSE

Accounting and Auditing Update
When: Nov. 12, 1– 4 p.m.
Where: OnCenter, 800 South State St., Syracuse
Cost: $25 members; $40 nonmembers
CPE: 3 (2 accounting, 1 auditing)

Course Code: 29091502
Contact: Jamie Keiser at jkeiser@bonadio.com.
Syracuse Annual Tax Conference
When: Nov. 18, 8:30 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
(Check-in begins at 8 a.m.)
Where: Crowne Plaza Syracuse,
701 E. Genesee St.
Cost: $175 members; $250 nonmembers
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: 28609551
For more information, visit cpe.nysscpa.org.

UTICA

NextGen Event: Texas Hold ‘Em
Poker Tournament
When: Nov. 20, 6 – 9 p.m.
Where: The Celtic Harp, 805 Varick St.,
Utica (upstairs)
Cost: $20 with Food and Beverage,
$10 to enter Poker Tournament
Contact: RSVP by Nov. 19 to Michelle Roberts,
(315) 292-8877

New York State Updates & Start-Up NY
When: Nov. 21, 8:30 – 10:30 a.m.
Where: Radisson, Utica
Cost: $30 members; $40 nonmembers
CPE: 2 (Taxation)
Course Code: 29105503
Contact: Brian Reese at brian@fdwcpa.net

WESTCHESTER

NYSSCPA’s 13th Annual
Networking After Hours
When: Nov. 5, 5:30–8:30 p.m.
Where: Willow Ridge Country Club,
123 North Street, Harrison
Course Code: 45110502
For more information, visit cpe.nysscpa.org.
Westchester Chapter CPA
Ethics Update
When: Nov. 19, 6–8 p.m.
Where: 800 Westchester Ave.,
White Plains
Cost: Free  

CPE: 2 (general ethics)
Course Code: 42112512
Contact: For more information, visit cpe.nysscpa.org.
The Changed Medical Insurance
Marketplace
When: Nov. 19, 7:45 – 9 a.m.
Where: Skadden Arps, 360 Hamilton Ave,
White Plains
CPE: 1 (specialized knowledge)
Course Code: 29116503
Cost: Free
Contact: Michael Herz at
michaelbherz@gmail.com
Westchester Tax Update/Year End
Planning Conference Part II
When: Dec. 8, 8:30 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
(Check-in begins at 8 a.m.)
Where: Citicorp Center, Armonk
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: 28611535

For Mid Hudson’s NextGen Committee, a nonstop pace
BY DAVID PURCELL
Mid Hudson Chapter President

O

ur chapter’s Young CPA committee recently changed its name to
“NextGen,” which is what the Society calls its statewide YCPA committee, as well as its programming for future

CPAs and CPAs starting out in the field.
NextGen is one of our chapter’s largest and
most active committees, which is a great sign
for our profession. It got off to a strong start
this fiscal year: On Sept. 14, the committee
embarked upon a brunch cruise for a day of
networking and to plan upcoming activities.
That same month, members also volunteered

at a local nursing home. Currently, the
was a great time for our members to hear
NextGen Committee is visiting local
the voice of the NYSSCPA and the
high schools and colleges to prodirection in which our Society is
mote NYSSCPA membership
headed.
and the CPA brand. I encourage
Again, please visit our chapter
young professionals to check out
webpage, www.nysscpa.org/midthe committee’s events or attend
hudson, for our upcoming events.
a committee meeting. Thank you to
the co-chairs, Magda Reyes and
DAVID PURCELL
Noelle DeLuca, for spearheading Mid Hudson Chapter President
dpurcell@live.com
the efforts of this committee.
On Sept. 22 our chapter held a Town Hall
Meeting and Ethics CPE event. I would like
to thank NYSSCPA President Scott M.
For more pictures and
Adair, Lisa Axisa, the NYSSCPA’s director
news from the Mid Hudson
of Member Relations, and Denise Osorio,
Chapter, visit its Facebook page.
the director of the Society’s Foundation
for Accounting Education, for visiting our
chapter. We had over 70 attendees, and it

Like us!

Nassau to host ”Neturkeying”

BY ROBERT S. BARNETT
Nassau Chapter President

ence, a joint event with the Suffolk Chapter
that provided updates on recent developments in accounting and auditing.
ith Thanksgiving around the
In the spirit of the season, there is an opcorner, I would like to thank
portunity to give back on Nov. 5 with our
Mentor-a-Student-Night at the
the Nassau Chapter
Chateau Briand in Carle Place.
for all of the terWe expect a large student turnrific events that took place last
out. Thank you to Anthony
month, as well as the events we
Basile, Abby Lucrezia, Michael
have coming up.
Katz and the entire Cooperation
We had a great turnout at the
with Educational Institutions ComJoint Nassau/Suffolk Cooperation
mittee for putting together the
with Bankers Meeting at the beROBERT S. BARNETT
Nassau
Chapter
President
event. Administrators from variginning of October. In addition,
on Saturday, Nov. 1, we held the
All-Day Accounting and Auditing ConferSee Nassau, on page 19

W
Top: As part of its busy fall schedule, the Mid Hudson Chapter’s NextGen Committee organized a networking
brunch cruise. Above, from left: Committee members Magda Reyes, Josiele Sikorski, Christine Seward, Kirstyn
Melick and Rebecca Nash volunteered to work with seniors.
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Queens/Brooklyn asks members to speak out at annual Town Hall
BYRUMBI BWERINOFA-PETROZZELLO
Queens/Brooklyn Chapter President-Elect

C

oming off of our second—and very
successful—CPA/Attorney
Networking Dinner, held in Queens
this past September, we now have
our chapter’s Annual Town Hall and
Ethics CPE Update to look forward to.
We encourage all of our members to attend the event, scheduled for Thursday,
Nov. 6, from 6 to 8 p.m., as it will provide
at least two great opportunities. First, the
Society’s statewide officers will be present,
giving members the chance to share ideas
and voice concerns pertinent to the profession, the NYSSCPA and the Queens/
Brooklyn Chapter. Second, the Ethics
CPE Update will allow you to fulfill your
New York State ethics CPE requirement.
The meeting, which will be sponsored by

Nassau

Continued from page 18

ous colleges in Nassau County will attend, as
will several local entrepreneurs. This evening
presents a great opportunity for students
to learn about career opportunities, and for
firms to meet promising young talent and

the LIU Center for Accounting & Tax
Education (CATE), will also be held at
a convenient site, the Long Island University (LIU) Brooklyn campus. Located in
downtown Brooklyn, the campus is easily
accessible by public transportation, and the
Queens/Brooklyn Chapter is happy to be returning to it for the first time in several years.
More information about the Town Hall and
Ethics CPA Update can be found on the
Queens/Brooklyn Chapter web page.
In September, the NYSSCPA recognized Queens resident Bernadine Coles
Gines with an NYSSCPA commemorative membership certificate marking her
60th anniversary of becoming certified as
a CPA in New York. Gines made history
when she became the first black female
CPA in the state. We are indeed honored
to have such a prestigious pioneer as a
member of our community.

As always, we invite chapter members
to attend our meetings, join committees
and take full advantage of being a part of
our Society. Looking ahead, we hope that
chapter members will join us on Dec. 11

for our annual holiday party, another opportunity to meet and celebrate with fellow members and professionals from our
two boroughs and beyond.
rumbi.bwerinofa@gmail.com

scout potential new hires.
On Nov. 25, the chapter’s Attorneys &
Accountants Committee will hold its annual “Neturkeying” event at the Carlyle at the
Palace in Plainview. This year, our incredible
committee has again teamed up with the Nassau County Bar Association and has contin-

ued the tradition of featuring wine and food
pairings from some of Long Island’s best
restaurants. If you will be joining us for this
event, we ask that you bring canned goods for
the Island Harvest food bank. Thank you to
our co-chairs Kristina Albarella, Jill Scher,
Anthony Basile and our planning com-

mittee, Yvonne Cort, Neil Katz, Wayne
Steinberg, John Whiteman, and Craig S.
Wolman for all of your hard work.
I would like to wish a very happy Thanksgiving to the entire Nassau Chapter. I hope that
you will be able to join us at our next event.
rbarnett.nassauchapter@cbmslaw.com

From left: Queens/Brooklyn Chapter President-Elect Rumbi Bwerinofa-Petrozzello, Manhattan/Bronx Chapter
President Iralma Pozo and the NYSSCPA’s immediate Past President J. Michael Kirkland presented Bernadine Coles
Gines (center) with a commemorative NYSSCPA membership certificate at a Manhattan/Bronx Chapter meeting in
September. Gines became the state’s first black woman CPA 60 years ago.
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Rockland gears up for Social Security Seminar, Tax Update
BY MICHAEL MILISITS
Rockland Chapter President

about. We are planning the next three seminars to be even better than the rest, so let’s
keep up the attendance!
s 2014 quickly draws to a close,
Join us on Nov. 4 for a Social Senow is a great time to
curity seminar you don’t want to
check and double-check
miss. You will walk away with an
where you stand in fulabsolutely better sense of what
filling your CPE requirements.
the best Social Security planThe Rockland Chapter still has
ning strategies are and how you
three seminars on the horizon
can take that knowledge and apto help you out in that regard:
ply it to your clients. The cost is
MICHAEL E. MILISITS
a Social Security Seminar on Rockland Chapter President minimal compared to the beneNov. 4, our Annual Ethics and
fits you can reap from it, and your
Town Hall meeting on Nov. 18, and our clients will thank you for it.
Annual All-Day Tax Seminar on Dec. 4.
On Nov. 18, the chapter will be having
The chapter has been having a great year. its annual State Officer Town Hall Meeting
We held several very well attended semi- and Ethics Night. If you haven’t been to the
nars this year that we’ve heard rave reviews meeting and seminar in the past, you’re in

A

for a real treat. NYSSCPA President Scott
M. Adair and Executive Director Joanne S.
Barry are scheduled to attend and will discuss their vision for the Society and what
the Society is currently doing for you and
for the profession. The State Society is a vital extension of our members and, as such,
it needs you to lead it in the right direction.
The Town Hall Meeting will be an open dialogue between the officers and the members.
Come and hear what they have to say and let
them know how you feel about the Society
and the direction it’s headed in. And did I
mention that you will be able to fulfill part
of your ethics requirements the same night?
Join us on Dec. 4 for our annual All-Day
Tax Update. We have some great presenters
lined up to discuss all the federal, New York

state, New Jersey and Connecticut tax
updates. It will be an action-packed day
and the perfect way to get you ready for
the upcoming tax season. Take the time
now and save yourself hours of research
during crunch time that you can’t afford
to lose. Please contact William Hughes at
whughes@grassicpas.com, or (845) 6345300, for any inquiries regarding CPE
registration.
In closing, if anyone is not currently
getting our chapter emails or NYSSCPA
e-mails, please send me your contact information at the address below and I will
make sure you are added to our distribution list and never miss an email about upcoming events again.
mem@thehuntergroup.com

In Syracuse, the fall ushers in a different kind of busy season
BY TODD KLABEN
Syracuse Chapter President

with others within our business community.
We encourage all to attend for a relaxing
pre-holiday gathering.
all is always a busy time of the
We held our biannual leadership
year—not only are the holimeeting at the end of Septemdays approaching, but we’re
ber. The meeting was designed
all hunkering down for the
to give members a platform to
winter. The season is also a busy
share their thoughts about how
one for our chapter, which has a
the Society can better serve the
number of events coming up.
needs of our chapter, and to give
We have two CPE events schedNYSSCPA officers a chance to
TODD KLABEN
uled for November: On Nov. 12,
update them on the initiatives
Syracuse Chapter President
we will be hosting a three-hour
that the organization is undertakAccounting and Auditing Update at the On- ing on behalf of our profession. The meeting,
Center, and on Nov. 18 we’ll hold the eight- which was attended by the leaders of 13
hour Syracuse Chapter Annual Tax Con- firms located in and around Syracuse, in
ference at the Crowne Plaza. Both of these addition to representatives from the Society
events have great agendas and, historically, and chapter officers and board members, was
have been very well attended. For more infor- very well received. We would like to thank
mation about them, please visit our chapter NYSSCPA President Scott M. Adair, PresWeb page nysscpa.org/Syracuse.
ident-elect Joseph Falbo, Executive DirecAlso in November, the NextGen Com- tor Joanne Barry and Membership Director
mittee will be hosting its annual Network- Lisa Axisa for representing the Society and
ing Cocktail Party. This is a great opportu- updating our chapter on Society initiatives.
nity for younger professionals to network
That same evening, we also had our annual

F

The Syracuse Chapter honored students from local universities and colleges, including Le Moyne College, SUNY
Oswego and Syracuse University, at its annual Student Awards Dinner in September.

Student Awards Dinner, where we honored
students from local universities and colleges,
including Le Moyne College, SUNY Oswego
and Syracuse University. Awards were given
to select graduate and undergraduate students
in recognition of their academic achievement
and career preparation. I want to thank our
table sponsors, which included 10 local firms

and businesses. I also wanted to extend a special thank you to Mark Ciaralli and Tim
Hammond for organizing this event.
As always, we’re looking for new ideas, in
addition to ways to improve the events that we
currently offer. If you have an ideas or suggestion, feel free to contact me at the email below.
tklaben@tmdcpas.com

Westchester to hold chapter’s signature events this month
Like the annual Thanksgiving dinner
at Grandma’s, which features a number of
traditional dishes year after year, our
ach year, on the fourth Thurschapter has its traditional offerings,
day in November, we take
which have been perfected over
a moment to step back
time. These longstanding anand give thanks. There
nual events are pulled together
are many folks for whom I am
with little or no help from me.
grateful and many members who
A number of them are coming up
have my deep appreciation for all
in the last two months of 2014.
WILLIAM H. ZEBORIS
that they do for the Westchester
They are:
Westchester Chapter President
Chapter. I am often asked how my
• The Annual Networking
presidency is going, and I can honestly say Event, which will be held this year at the
that this chapter practically runs by itself.
Willow Ridge Country Club on Nov. 5, from

BY WILLIAM H. ZEBORIS
Westchester Chapter President

E

5:30 to 8:30 p.m. As our signature networking
event, this is a great opportunity to get in front
of 200 centers of influence that can help you
grow your business.
• Our Annual All-Day Tax Conferences, which
are being presented on Nov. 10 and Dec. 8. Both
events will be held at the Citicorp Center in Armonk. These events are always sold out, so early
registration is suggested.
• A CPA Challenge Cup event, which
will be held on Nov. 15 at the Food Bank for
Westchester. This event is open only to firms
that have registered for the competition. If
your firm is interested in registering, please

reach out to me.
• The Annual Ethics Update, which will be
held on Nov. 19 at 800 Westchester Avenue,
Rye Brook from 6 to 8 p.m.
This is just a sampling of the events organized by our members, for our members.
I am so thankful for my fellow board members, our past presidents and the support staff
at the NYSSCPA who make my presidential
life easier.
Happy Holidays!
wzeboris@citrincooperman.com
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INTERVIEWS BY CHRIS GAETANO

In light of the high-profile data breaches we’ve seen in recent months at Chase, Target and Home Depot, how
are CPA firms working to protect their own data and that of their clients?
Partner, Woodmere, N.Y.
Our company provides
outsourced CFO services for numerous types
of clients, including CPA
Paul J. Strohmenger
firms, and from what
I’ve been observing, I don’t think they are

Partner, Melville, N.Y.
Because of the sensitivity of our client base—we
do work for governmental entities, not-for-profErnest P. Smith
it organizations, banks
and insurance companies—we’ve always
maintained a tight set of protocols. We alPartner, West Seneca, N.Y.
Historically, we’ve always
been comfortable with
the basic input and output
controls of a hardwired
Raymond M. Nowicki
system—like mandating
passwords and requiring that all computers
be shut down at night—but as time has gone
on, we’ve come to realize that these little tools

as sensitive to the issue as they probably
should be. There seems to be an “it can’t
happen to me” mentality that prevents
people from devoting the necessary time
and resources to their own security. There
is a cost consideration—whether to go the
route of committed internal IT solutions,
hire an outside third party or even just

take out the proper insurance—and so,
people are sometimes hesitant to commit
to a plan. They’ll ask questions like, “Do
I really need it?” and “Why would anyone
target us?” They think they will always operate under the radar and that they won’t
be exposed. This is to their detriment because it can—and does—happen to them.

You don’t want to be in a situation where
you realize the value of caring about IT
security only after you really need it.
pstrohmenger@gmail.com

ready have a very robust IT system that can
manage data and secure it accordingly, and
have been in, what I would call, a “state of
alert” for any type of breach activity. We
work with an outstanding third-party vendor who has been with us for a long time
and understands our business extremely
well. Since the sensitivity surrounding our
client base is a primary part of this firm,

our security measures extend to our staff
and partners, as well. Everyone is equipped
with a laptop computer that, if lost, can be
accessed from a remote location, so that all
the data can be eliminated from them. It’s
pretty straightforward and simple.
That being said, we’re always looking for
new ways to secure the data in our systems.
This is something I live with because I’m

in charge of it, so if something goes wrong,
I’m the one who gets the call, whether it’s
at 11 a.m. or 3 a.m.
epsmith@nsllpcpa.com

may not be enough. So, among other things,
we’ve acquired the help of a consulting firm
that handles defense projects and works with
high-profile banks and the like. Not only has
the firm provided us with cloud-based software, but it’s given us the systems to harden
it. We’ve also started to enforce password
rotation and make sure that we follow some
common-sense rules—for example, we tell
the staff not to open strange files, and we

regularly update our software, especially for
virus protection.
It’s money well spent. Though you may
think that you’re just a little accounting firm
in Buffalo, let’s not forget that a small practitioner can be seen as low-hanging fruit for
criminals. My firm has a lot of valuable information that we need to protect: some 2,000
client names, Social Security numbers and
dates of birth that could result in an awful lot

of identity theft if the wrong people got their
hands on them. It can be a scary thought.
That’s why we make sure to take our data
security seriously, not just for the sake of our
clients, but for our own as well. Who wants to
work with a CPA firm that you can’t trust to
keep your information secure?
ray@nowickico.com

Partners, Hudson, N.Y.
Though we haven’t initiated any changes at our
firm as a direct result of these breaches, we’ve
always worked pretty closely with IT, monitorPeter W. Hogan
Andrew J. Small
ing what comes into our system and maintaining
software and hardware security solutions that are robust and state of the art. Much
of our security function is outsourced, but that doesn’t mean we remove ourselves
from it. We make sure we ask the right questions, like, “Where are our vulnerabilities?” or “How could someone could get into our system and what can be done to
prevent it?” as well as “What sorts of measures should we be considering that we
haven’t considered in the past?”
We also talk to staff regularly about the sensitivity of client data and the need
for confidentiality. We tell our staff not to send naked PDFs in emails, and we
have two different types of data portals that we utilize, which we encourage both
staff and clients to use. In addition, while we let our clients pay their bills with
credit cards, we do not keep that data—it’s a one-time transaction that we then
shred. This, as well as having to use the portals, does annoy clients, and some resist
the measures. You just have to explain that it’s for their own good and that we’re
not trying to make things tough for them, but helping to protect them. In an age
where you can open the newspaper every day and see a new cyber horror story, you
need to recognize that the threat is out there and take appropriate steps.

hogan@kashpc.com
small@kashpc.com

Tweet Us!
What steps has your firm taken
to keep sensitive data from landing
in the wrong hands?
Tweet us @nysscpa #CPARoundtable.
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methods to prepare better-quality financial
information faster and cheaper.
AC/4
34430511
FAE Learning Center
Executive Education Inc.
$149\$209

AICPA Pricing Schedule

For AICPA-developed courses, the following pricing schedule applies.
If you are:

8
16
hour course
hour course
A member of both AICPA and NYSSCPA:
$269
$439
Only a member of the NYSSCPA:
$299
$499
Only a member of the AICPA:
$394
$564
A member of neither AICPA nor NYSSCPA:
$424
$624
For 4-hour courses, see course description for price information. For details, refer to the registration
information on www.nysscpa.org.

12/17
FAE’s Accounting Update 2014
This course delivers real-time information
about current and emerging accounting
guidance and recent developments.
AC/8
21111512
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$299\$424

The FAE delivers the following professional education programs for CPAs and other financial
professionals in all areas of business, including all public accounting practice areas, and those working
in government, industry and academia, to help satisfy their New York state calendar-year continuing
professional education requirements. To search within New York City, refer to Manhattan/Bronx. To
search within Albany, refer to Northeast.

KEY

LOCATION

FIELD OF STUDY
Date
Course Title
Course Description
Field of Study Course Code
Site
Developer
Member Fee/
Nonmember Fee

12/23
According to New York State Regulations,
courses may only be categorized as the
following fields of study for CPE accreditation:

Accounting
Advisory Services
Auditing
Ethics
Specialized Knowledge
Taxation

AC
AD
AU
E
SK
T

12/29
Courses that have a concentration in more than
one field of study are labeled with the quantity
of credits that apply to each category.

FOR DECEMBER 1, 2014 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2014
The FAE delivers the following professional education programs for CPAs and other
financial professionals in all areas of business, including all public accounting practice
areas, and those working in government, industry and academia, to help satisfy their
New York state calendar-year continuing professional education requirements. To
search within New York City, refer to Manhattan/Bronx. To search within Albany, refer
to Northeast. For the most up-to-date events information, visit www.nysscpa.org
or call 800-537-3635. SIGN UP TODAY!

BUFFALO
ETHICS
12/09

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax
Practice in the 21st Century
This course, which focuses on the ethical
standards in tax practice for CPAs, will discuss
the New York State Accountancy Act, the
impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and the
rules of practice under Circular 230, among
other things.
E/4, T/4
21620581
Buffalo/Niagara Marriott
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$299\$424

TAXATION
12/09

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax
Practice in the 21st Century
See course listing under Ethics.

MAN/BX
ACCOUNTING
12/01

FAE’s Compilation and Review
Through Case Studies
Learn how to apply the requirements of
SSARS, including the new ones associated
with the issuance of SSARS 15, 16, and 17.
AC/8
21137512
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$299\$424

FAE’s Private Company
Accounting and Auditing
This course covers updates that are currently
effective and relevant to private companies.
AC/4, AU/4
21113512
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$299\$424

12/02
Forensic Accounting:
Investigative Practices
Learn how to use proven research,
investigative methods, and proper
documentation of evidence to successfully
complete a forensic accounting engagement.
AC/8
32507512
FAE Learning Center
AICPA
$299\$424\$269\$394

12/04
Real Estate Conference
Key trends in real estate, including changes
in the tax, accounting, and structuring of real
estate transactions.
AC/1.5, SK/5, T/1.5
25555511
The New York City Bar
Association
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$385\$510

12/08
Chief Financial Officer:
Executive-Level Skills for
Financial Managers
A look at the CFO’s role in four important
aspects of running a business.
AC/2, AD/2, E/2, SK/2
34860511
FAE Learning Center
Executive Education Inc.
$299\$424

12/09
Shorten Month-End: Closing
Best Practices
This seminar will focus on three key aspects
of every close and will provide attendees with

FAE’s Financial Statement
Disclosures for Small to
Medium-Sized Businesses
Become familiar with the most frequently
encountered disclosure issues associated with
preparing financial statements for nonpublic
small to medium-sized businesses.
AC/8
21123512
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$299\$424

ADVISORY
SERVICES
12/08

Chief Financial Officer:
Executive-Level Skills for
Financial Managers
See course listing under Accounting.

AUDITING
12/09

Exempt Organizations
Conference
AU/3, T/5 25507511
New York Marriott Marquis at
Times Square
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$385\$510

12/18
FAE’s Auditing Update 2014
Get real-time overviews of new and exposed
auditing guidance and their practical
applications.
AU/4
21112512
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$149\$209

12/18
FAE’s Compilation and Review
Update 2014
Participants who attend this update will receive
tools designed to help them better perform
compilation and review engagements.
AU/4
21113513
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$149\$209

12/22

12/02

FAE’s FASB Industry Update
Get real-time information about current
and emerging accounting guidance and
developments.
AU/8
21196512
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$299\$424

The Best Income Tax, Estate
Tax, and Financial Planning
Ideas of 2014
This course explores practical tax-planning
ideas that practitioners can use to assist clients
with their needs.
T/8
33646511
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$299\$424

12/09

12/03

12/10

Federal Estate and Gift Tax
Returns—Forms 706 and 709
Workshop
Learn how to prepare Forms 706 and 709
under new compliance requirements.
T/8
23672511
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$299\$424

International Taxation: To and
from the United States
Get a solid understanding of international tax
terminology and regulations that apply to a
U.S. entity involved in global operations or
a foreign entity doing business in the United
States.
T/8
32690512
FAE Learning Center
AICPA
$299\$424\$269\$394

12/23
FAE’s Private Company
Accounting and Auditing
See course listing under Accounting.

ETHICS
12/08

Chief Financial Officer:
Executive-Level Skills for
Financial Managers
See course listing under Accounting.

12/09
Cases in Corporate Ethics for
New York CPAs
This session features a lively group discussion
of ethical dilemmas drawn from real-life
business conflicts involving corporate financial
managers.
E/4
34601511
FAE Learning Center
Executive Education Inc.
$149\$209

12/19
FAE’s Ethics Update 2014 for
Members in Business
This course, which meets the New York
State four-hour ethics CPE requirement
in general studies, takes a look at the
fundamental concepts underlying your ethical
responsibilities.
E/4
21277514
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$149\$209

12/19
FAE’s Ethics Update 2014 for
Public Practice
This course, which meets the New York State
(NYS) four-hour ethics CPE requirement in
general studies, takes a look at the fundamental
concepts underlying your ethical responsibilities.
E/4
21277512
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$149\$209

SPECIALIZED
KNOWLEDGE
12/04

Real Estate Conference
See course listing under Accounting.

12/08
Chief Financial Officer:
Executive-Level Skills for
Financial Managers
See course listing under Accounting.

TAXATION
12/01

Getting Ready for Busy
Season: Guide to New Forms,
Filing Issues, and Critical
Developments
An up-to-date review of important tax form
changes, new tax forms, and other key
developments is offered in this course..
T/8
23634511
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$299\$424

12/03
Health Care Reform Act:
Critical Tax and Insurance
Ramifications
This session offers a look at the impact of the
Affordable Care Act and related tax planning
opportunities.
T/4
32401511
FAE Learning Center
AICPA
$149\$209

$299\$424

Complete Guide to Preparing
LLC, Partnership, and S Corp
Federal Income Tax Returns
Learn in one day how to prepare S
corporation, LLC, and partnership tax returns.
T/8
33637511
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$299\$424

12/11
Trust and Estate Taxation
Conference
T/8
25608511
Bernstein Global Wealth
Management
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$385\$510

12/03

12/15

Social Security and Medicare:
Advanced Analysis of the
Tactics, Taxes, and the Truth
Learn how to help your clients make optimal
decisions about Social Security and Medicare.
T/4
32499511
FAE Learning Center
AICPA
$149\$209

The Best S Corporation, Limited
Liability, and Partnership
Update Course
Learn invaluable strategies, techniques,
income-generating ideas, and other planning
opportunities available to S corporations,
partnerships, LLCs, and LLPs.
T/8
33604511
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$299\$424

12/04
FAE’s New York State Taxation
Workshop and Update 2014
This course will keep you up-to-date on the
latest New York State tax laws.
T/8
21602511
FAE Learning Center
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$299\$424

12/04

12/16
Hot IRS Tax Examination Issues
for Individuals and Businesses
Learn the high audit risk areas and ways to
help clients survive an IRS audit.
T/8
33643511
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$299\$424

Getting More Active with the
Passive Activity Rules and the
New Net Investment Income Tax
Gain an in-depth understanding of election and
planning issues.
T/8
33636511
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$299\$424

12/17

12/04

12/18

Real Estate Conference
See course listing under Accounting.

ObamaCare and Fringe
Benefits: 2014 and Beyond
A look at the key issues and planning
strategies that CPAs need to know in order to
advise their clients regarding this far-reaching
legislation.
T/8
33647512
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$299\$424

12/05
The Top Ten Tax Topics of 2014
This course will explore tax issues that had
wide applicability and importance in 2014.
T/8
33639511
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$299\$424

12/08
Preparing Individual Tax
Returns for New Staff and
Paraprofessionals
This course covers the latest tax law changes,
making it essential for your new staff.
T/8
33634511
FAE Learning Center
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC

Partnership Taxation
Conference
T/8.5
25614511
The New York City Bar
Association
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$385\$510

12/23
Oil and Gas Year-End Planning
This course explores favorable tax provisions
for oil and gas producers.
T/8
34629511
FAE Learning Center
Nichols Patrick CPE, Inc.
$299\$424
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On-Demand
Self-Study
Earn CPE credit at your convenience.
Find practical guidance. Keep up-to-date on hot topics.
Get immediate CPE completion certificates.

12/29

12/04

HSAs, HRAs, and FSAs After
the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act
This course offers examples of how changes in
deductibles, co-pays, etc., make a big difference
in net cost to the employer; discusses whether
an HSA or HRA is better; and more.
T/8
34617412
FAE Learning Center
Nichols Patrick CPE, Inc.
$299\$424

Audit Workpapers:
Documenting and Reviewing
Field Work
Learn the basics of workpaper preparation to
make sure everything significant is properly
documented.
AU/8
32250521
Melville Marriott Long Island
AICPA
$299\$424\$269\$394

12/30
Current Federal Tax
Developments
This one-day course covers, in plain English,
the latest developments in federal taxation,
with an emphasis on current issues, planning,
and strategy.
T/8
34605512
FAE Learning Center
Nichols Patrick CPE, Inc.
$299\$424

SPECIALIZED
KNOWLEDGE
12/22

New featured courses now available include:
• Nonprofit Revitalization Act: Implementation Guidance from the New York State
Charities Bureau—1 CPE credit
• Nonprofit Industry Update Series: Introduction to Tax Exemption—2 CPE credits
• Nonprofit Industry Update Series: Basics of Nonprofit Accounting—2 CPE credits
• The New IRS OVDP and Streamlined Programs—2 CPE credits
• Closely Held and Flow-Through Entities Conference—8 CPE credits

Visit cpe.nysscpa.org for a complete selection of
FAE On-Demand Self-Study Courses.

DECEMBER 9, 2014
New York Marriott Marquis at Times Square
(also available via Live Webcast)

Exempt
Organizations
Conference

Facing the Challenges Brought on by a Year of
Unprecedented Change—from IRS Upheaval to the NPRA
Featured Speakers

Find practical guidance on changes impacting
daily operations:
NPRA—its adverse effects on nonprofits
and enforcement plans
Knowing the IRS audit “hot spots”
and areas of IRS focus

James G. Sheehan, JD,

Chief, Charities Bureau, Office of the
New York State Attorney General

Matthew A. Weir, CPA,
Director, Rulings & Agreements,
Exempt Organizations, IRS

Mastering challenging Form 990
schedules
Using the new 1023-EZ

Visit nysscpa.org/exempt14 or call 800-537-3635 to register!
CPE Credit: 8

Financial Forecasting and
Decision Making
This course provides the basic tools necessary
to project the balance sheet and statements
of income and cash flow, determine the
company’s maximum sustainable growth, and
predict its external fund requirements.
SK/8
32497511
FAE Learning Center
AICPA
$299\$424\$269\$394

ROCHESTER
ETHICS
12/10

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax
Practice in the 21st Century
This course, which focuses on the ethical
standards in tax practice for CPAs, will discuss
the New York State Accountancy Act, the
impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and the
rules of practice under Circular 230, among
other things.
E/4, T/4
21620571
Holiday Inn Rochester Airport
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$299\$424

ETHICS
12/08

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax
Practice in the 21st Century
This course, which focuses on the ethical
standards in tax practice for CPAs, will discuss
the New York State Accountancy Act, the
impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and the
rules of practice under Circular 230, among
other things.
E/4, T/4
21620521
Melville Marriott Long Island
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$299\$424

TAXATION
12/08

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax
Practice in the 21st Century
See course listing under Ethics.

12/10
The Best Income Tax, Estate
Tax, and Financial Planning
Ideas of 2014
Practical tax-planning ideas that practitioners
can use to assist clients will be featured.
T/8
33646521
Melville Marriott Long Island
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$299\$424

SYRACUSE
ETHICS
12/11

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax
Practice in the 21st Century
See course listing under Ethics.

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax
Practice in the 21st Century
This course, which focuses on the ethical
standards in tax practice for CPAs, will discuss
the New York State Accountancy Act, the
impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and the
rules of practice under Circular 230, among
other things.
E/4, T/4
21620551
Doubletree Hotel
(formerly the Wyndham)
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$299\$424

SUFFOLK

TAXATION

TAXATION
12/10

ACCOUNTING
12/03

FAE’s Compilation and Review
Through Case Studies
Learn how to apply the requirements of
SSARS, including the new ones associated with
the issuance of SSARS 15, 16, and 17.
AC/8
21137521
Melville Marriott Long Island
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$299\$424

AUDITING
12/04

Audit Workpapers:
Documenting and Reviewing
Field Work
Learn the basics of workpaper preparation to make
sure everything significant is properly documented.
AU/8
32250512
Melville Marriott Long Is.AICPA
$299\$424\$269\$394

12/11

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax
Practice in the 21st Century
See course listing under Ethics.

WESTCHESTER
ETHICS
12/15

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax
Practice in the 21st Century
This course, which focuses on the ethical
standards in tax practice for CPAs, will discuss
the New York State Accountancy Act, the
impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and the
rules of practice under Circular 230, among
other things.
E/4, T/4
21620531
Doubletree Hotel Tarrytown
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$299\$424
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TAXATION
12/15

FAE’s Tax Ethics and Tax
Practice in the 21st Century
See course listing under Ethics.

WEB EVENTS
ACCOUNTING
12/01

FAE’s Compilation and
Review Through Case Studies
(WEBCAST)
Learn how to apply the requirements of
SSARS, including the new ones associated with
the issuance of SSARS 15, 16, and 17.
AC/8
35137513
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$249\$374

12/02
Forensic Accounting:
Investigative Practices
(WEBCAST)
An in-depth review of the major processes that
are performed in a financial fraud investigation.
AC/8
35507512
AICPA
$249\$374\$219\$344

12/04
Real Estate Conference
(WEBCAST)
AC/1.5, SK/5, T/1.5
35555511
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$285\$410

12/08
Chief Financial Officer:
Executive-Level Skills for
Financial Managers (WEBCAST)
This seminar deals with the CFO’s role in four
important aspects of running a business.
AC/2, AD/2, E/2, SK/2
35860511
Executive Education Inc.
$249\$374

12/09
Shorten Month-End: Closing
Best Practices (WEBCAST)
This seminar will focus on three key aspects
of every close and will provide attendees with
methods to prepare better quality financial
information faster and cheaper.
AC/4
35430511
Executive Education Inc.
$124\$184

12/17
FAE’s Accounting Update 2014
(WEBCAST)
This course delivers real-time information about
current and emerging accounting guidance and
recent developments.
AC/8
35111512
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$249\$374

12/23
FAE’s Private Company
Accounting and Auditing
(WEBCAST)
Keep on top of the changes that affect your
private company clients in this comprehensive
overview.
AC/4, AU/4
35113512
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$299\$424
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12/23

12/18

12/19

FAE’s Private Company
Accounting and Auditing
Update 2014 (WEBCAST)
A look at updates that are currently effective
and relevant to private companies.
AC/8
35113514
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$249\$374

FAE’s Auditing Update 2014
(WEBCAST)
Get real-time overviews of new and exposed
auditing guidance along with their practical
application.
AU/4
35112512
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$124\$184

FAE’s Ethics Update 2014 for
Members in Business (WEBCAST)
This course, which meets the New York
State four-hour ethics CPE requirement
in general studies, takes a look at the
fundamental concepts underlying your ethical
responsibilities.
E/4
35277514
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$124\$184

ADVISORY SERVICES
12/08

Chief Financial Officer:
Executive-Level Skills for
Financial Managers (WEBCAST)
See course listing under Accounting.

AUDIT
12/09

Exempt Organizations
Conference (WEBCAST)
AU/3, T/5 35507511
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$285\$410

12/15
Group Audits: Clarifying the
Complexities (WEBCAST)
This course provides explanations, examples,
and discussions about key issues related to
the AICPA’s Auditing Standards Board’s Clarity
Project.
AU/8
32211511
AICPA
$299\$424\$269\$394

12/18
FAE’s Compilation and Review
Update 2014 (WEBCAST)
Get real-time discussion and tools designed
to help them better perform compilation and
review engagements.
AU/4
35113513
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$124\$184

12/23
FAE’s Private Company
Accounting and Auditing
(WEBCAST)
See course listing under Accounting.

ETHICS
12/08

Chief Financial Officer:
Executive-Level Skills for
Financial Managers (WEBCAST)
See course listing under Accounting.

12/09
Cases in Corporate Ethics for
New York CPAs (WEBCAST)
This course examines eight cases drawn from
real-life business conflicts involving corporate
financial managers.
E/4
35601511
Executive Education Inc.
$124\$184

12/19
FAE’s Ethics Update 2014 for
Public Practice (WEBCAST)
This course, which meets the New York State
four-hour ethics CPE requirement in general
studies, provides a basic understanding of
your ethical responsibilities and increases your
awareness of critical standards and regulations.
E/4
35277512
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$124\$184

SPECIALIZED
KNOWLEDGE

income and cash flow.
SK/8
35497511
AICPA
$374\$249\$219\$344

TAXATION
12/01

Getting Ready for Busy
Season: Guide to New Forms,
Filing Issues (WEBCAST)
This course provides an up-to-date review of
important tax form changes, new tax forms,
and other key developments.
T/8
35634511
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$249\$374

12/02
The Best Income Tax, Estate
Tax, and Financial Planning
Ideas of 2014 (WEBCAST)
This course explores practical tax-planning
ideas that practitioners can use to assist their
clients.
T/8
35646511
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$249\$374

12/04

12/03

Real Estate Conference
(WEBCAST)
See course listing under Accounting.

Federal Estate and Gift Tax
Returns—Forms 706 and 709
Workshop (WEBCAST)
Learn how to prepare Forms 706 and 709 in
the face of new compliance requirements.
T/8
33672511
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$249\$374

12/08
Chief Financial Officer:
Executive-Level Skills for
Financial Managers (WEBCAST)
See course listing under Accounting.

12/22
Financial Forecasting and
Decision Making (WEBCAST)
This course provides the basic tools necessary
to project the balance sheet and statements of

A & A of
Broker/Dealers
Technical Sessions
(Formerly SEC Conference

Join the Stock Brokerage Committee for These
Popular 3-hour Technical Sessions
Available In-Person and via Live Video Webcast
FAE Learning Center, 14 Wall Street, 19th Floor, New York City
Morning Session: Introduction to Broker/Dealers and Reporting Requirements
Wednesday, November 19, 2014, 9:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m.
CPE Credit: 3
Afternoon Session: Current Regulatory Developments for Your Broker/Dealer Practice
Wednesday, November 19, 2014, 1:00 p.m.–4:00 p.m.
CPE Credit: 3

Register Today!

For more information and to register, visit www.cpe.nysscpa.org
or call 800-537-3635.

12/03
Health Care Reform Act:
Critical Tax and Insurance
Ramifications (WEBCAST)
This seminar will help you better understand
the impact of the Affordable Care Act and
incorporate tax planning opportunities.
T/4
35401511
AICPA
$124\$184

12/03
Social Security and Medicare:
Advanced OCTOBER
Analysis of 14,
the 2014
Yorkand
City the
Bar Truth
Association
Tactics,New
Taxes,
(also available via Live Webcast)
(WEBCAST)
Learn how to advise your clients in making
optimal decisions when it comes to Social
Security and Medicare.
T/4
35499511
AICPA
$124\$184

12/04
Real Estate Conference
(WEBCAST)
See course listing under Accounting.

12/04
FAE’s New York State Taxation
Workshop and Update 2014
(WEBCAST)
This course will keep you up-to-date on the
latest New York State tax laws.
T/8
35602514
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$249\$374

12/04
Getting More Active with the
Passive Activity Rules and New
Net Investment Income Tax
(WEBCAST)
Take an in-depth look at election and planning
issues CPAs need to know about.
T/8
35636511
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$249\$374

12/05

12/17

The Top Ten Tax Topics of 2014
(WEBCAST)
This course will explore those issues that had
wide applicability and importance in 2014.
T/8
35639511
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$249\$374

Partnership Taxation
Conference (WEBCAST)
T/8.5
35614511
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$285\$410

12/08
Preparing Individual Tax
Returns for New Staff and
Paraprofessionals (WEBCAST)
This course trains new staff accountants, data
processing employees, paraprofessionals, and
bookkeepers to prepare a complicated federal
individual income tax return.
T/8
35634512
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$249\$374

12/09

12/17
Nichols’ Notes: Tax-Exempt
Organizations Update
(WEBCAST)
Join nationally renowned tax expert Lynn
Nichols, CPA, of Nichols Patrick CPE for his
unique perspective on new developments
affecting exempt orgs.
T/2
35200504
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$65\$90

12/18

Complete Guide to Preparing
LLC, Partnership, and S Corp
Federal Income Tax Returns
(WEBCAST)
Learn in one day how to prepare S corporation,
LLC, and partnership tax returns.
T/8
35637511
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$249\$374

ObamaCare and Fringe
Benefits: 2014 and Beyond
(WEBCAST)
Take a look at the key issues and planning
strategies that CPAs and other tax practitioners
need to know about in order to advise their
clients regarding this far-reaching legislation.
T/8
35647512
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$249\$374

12/09

12/23

Exempt Organizations
Conference (WEBCAST)
See course listing under Accounting.

Oil and Gas Year-End Planning
(WEBCAST)
This course is designed to explore favorable
tax provisions for oil and gas producers, and
determine when they apply particularly in
regard to year-end tax planning.
T/8
35629511
Mares Nichols CPE, Inc.
$249\$374

12/10
International Taxation: To
and from the United States
(WEBCAST)
Get a solid understanding of international tax
terminology and regulations that apply to a
U.S. entity involved in global operations, or for
a foreign entity doing business in the United
States.
T/8
35690512
AICPA
$249\$374\$219\$344

12/11
Trust and Estate Taxation
Conference (WEBCAST)
T/8
35608511
Foundation for Accounting
Education
$285\$410

12/15
The Best S Corporation, Limited
Liability, and Partnership
Update Course (WEBCAST)
Learn strategies, techniques, tax-planning
concepts, income-generating ideas, and
other planning opportunities available to S
corporations, partnerships, LLCs, and LLPs.
T/8
35604511
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$249\$374

12/16
Hot IRS Tax Examination Issues
for Individuals and Businesses
(WEBCAST)
Learn the high audit risk areas and ways to
help clients survive an IRS audit with little or
no change.
T/8
35643511
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$249\$374

12/16
Hot IRS Examination Topics
(WEBCAST)
Learn the high audit risk areas and ways to
help clients survive an IRS audit with little or
no change.
T/8
35643512
Surgent McCoy CPE LLC
$249\$374

12/29
HSAs, HRAs, and FSAs After
the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act
(WEBCAST)
This course offers examples of how changes
in deductibles, co-pays, etc., make a big
difference in net cost to the employer;
discusses whether an HSA or HRA is better;
and more.
T/8
35617412
Nichols Patrick CPE, Inc.
$249\$374

12/30
Current Federal Tax
Developments (WEBCAST)
This one-day course covers, in plain English,
the latest developments in federal taxation,
with an emphasis on current issues, planning,
and strategy.
T/8
35605512
Nichols Patrick CPE, Inc.
$249\$374

z CLASSIFIEDS
CPE Savings
Worth Being
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PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

FAE

Value Pass
Program
It’s not too late to save on
2014 year-end CPE with

Seize a merger/acquisition opportunity with a number of benefits for you. Are
you tired of dealing with the day to day administrative issues of running a firm?
We are looking for firms ranging in size from $300,000 to $5,000,000 that are
eager to combine forces with us as we continue to grow across Northern New
Jersey, Westchester and the entire Hudson Valley region. Goldstein Lieberman
& Company is ideally situated to service all types of companies and industries
throughout the region. Visit us on the web at www.glcpas.com then email me—
Phillip Goldstein, CPA, managing partner at philg@glcpas.com or call me at
(800) 839-5767 so that we can have a strictly confidential conversation. Don’t
wait—call today!

The December 31 reporting deadline is fast approaching—
but you can still save on your remaining year-end CPE.

Savings for You—up to 32%
Individual FAE VP

FAE VP Price

Individual FAE VP24 (24 CPE Hours)

Get up to $1,155
in CPE for
$820

Individual FAE VP40 (40 CPE Hours)

Get up to $1,925
in CPE for
$1,295

Small NYC and Long Island tax accounts
for sale to a CPA looking to build their
practice. Primarily 1040’s. Reasonable
pricing. nycpa53@gmail.com
Well established small Nassau CPA firm
seeking young, energetic sole practitioner
with 10 years’ experience to join our firm.
Near term partnership to transition retiring
partner. Email: gcpCPA@optimum.net
Rotenberg Meril, Bergen County’s largest
independent accounting firm, wants to expand
its New York City practice and is seeking
merger/acquisition opportunities in Manhattan.
Ideally, we would be interested in a high quality
audit and tax practice, including clients in the
financial services sector, such as broker dealers,
private equity and hedge funds. An SEC audit
practice would be a plus. Contact Larry Meril

When it comes to
social media, we’re right
there on the front lines.

Savings for Anyone in Your
Firm/Company—up to 39%
Firm/Company FAE VP

FAE VP Price

Firm/Company FAE VP40 (40 CPE Hours)

Get up to $2,550
in CPE for
$1,595

Firm/Company FAE VP80 (80 CPE Hours)

Get up to $5,100
in CPE for
$3,095

at lmeril@rmsbg.com, 201-487-8383,
to further discuss the possibilities.
Mid LI practitioner (revenues $1.5 mil)
with quality audit and tax practice seeks
to merge or share office/staff with larger
firm. e-mail qualitylicpafirm@gmail.com
I am a CPA in Westchester County for
29 years, 2 employee tax practice looking
for sole practitioner with own book of
business, or a CPA Firm wanting to have
Westchester presence. My goal is to merge
my practice. Many additional revenue stream
opportunities available. (914) 275-7187.

Follow us on Twitter:
twitter.com/nysscpa
Connect with us on LinkedIn:
bitly.com/NYSocietyIN
Join us on Facebook:
facebook.com/NYSSCPA

Visit nysscpa.org/faevp or call 800-537-3635
to purchase and start using FAE Value Pass now!
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NASSAU COUNTY / NEW
YORK CITY CPA FIRM
Established firm with offices in NYC

SITUATIONS WANTED

SPACE FOR RENT/REAL ESTATE

TAX CONSULTANCY

New York City Metro Technical Accounting/

OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE

Auditing Pro seeks issues-oriented and

THROUGHOUT MANHATTAN

financial statements completion-type work,

300 square feet to 15,000 square feet.

INNOVATIVE STRATEGIES
for sales and use tax compliance, audits,
refunds, appeals, and bankruptcy.
Extensive multistate experience.
Jeffrey J. Coren, CPA
212-594-6970

such as draft footnotes and statement format,

Elliot Forest, Licensed Real Estate Broker,

completed transactions in the past,

on a project or other basis at a reasonable

212-447-5400.

seeks to acquire or merge with either a

professional rate for CPAs in need of this

young CPA with some practice of his own

and Long Island, which has successfully

type of temporary help. Also available for

AAA PROFESSIONAL OFFICES FOR RENT.

or a retirement-minded practitioner and/or firm.

audit, reviews or compilations workpaper or

NASSAU COUNTY. 1-, 2-, 3-room suites

Call partner at 516.328.3800 or 212.576.1829.

report review. Can serve in SOX/PCAOB

facing Hempstead Tpke. FREE UTILITIES.

concurring partner review function or

FREE FRONT PARKING.

516-735-6681.

independent monitoring function under new
Engagement Quality Review (EQR) in years

1425 rsf on 5th Avenue @ 34th St. $49

between smaller firm AICPA Peer Reviews.

sf. NBI. 9 windows. 24/7 access.

Call 516-448-3110.

Elliot @ 212-447-5400.

Advisory Services Pro: CPA/ABV/CFF, top-

Windowed office in CPA suite. 1/2 block from

20 MBA, Deloitte alumni seeks project-type

Penn Station on 7th Avenue, two high speed

work: analytical reviews; business valuations &

scanner copiers, windowed conference room,

planning; data modeling; proofreading reports.

full floor, postage machine, phone and voicemail

Reasonable rates. Call 516-640-7437.

system, fax machine, receptionist, high speed
cable internet, wifi, kitchen, 24/7 access and

Syracuse – Pursuing merger/buyout

furniture. Ph 212-629-8268 ext 16, 23 or 26.

opportunities. Looking for retirement
minded CPA/tax professionals with quality

Large windowed office available in new

clients. Reputable firm will take excellent

midtown CPA suite, staff room, all services

care of you, your staff, and your clients.

available. cpaofficenyc2014@gmail.com

Please call Jerry at (315) 939-2497.
Windowed office in newly renovated
CPA suite, one block from Penn Station,
24/7 building, all services, conference

LEGAL SERVICES

area. Reasonable 212-868-2253.

NEED TO INCORPORATE?
Complete Incorporation Package Includes:
Preparation–State Filing Fees–
Corporate Kit via UPS
Registered Agent Services Available
NEED TO DISSOLVE or REINSTATE
or AMEND?
Qualified Staff to Help Accomplish
Your Corporate or LLC Goals!
All 50 States. Simply Call.
INTERSTATE DOCUMENT
FILINGS INC.
Toll Free 800-842-9990
margenjid@yahoo.com

SALES TAX, ISAAC STERNHEIM & CO.
Sales tax consultants, audits, appeals, &
consultations. Principals with many years of
experience as Sales Tax Bureau audit
supervisors. (718) 436-7900.
SALES TAX, AUDITS, APPEALS,
& CONSULTATIONS. Experience:
Many years with New York State Sales
Tax Bureau as auditor and auditor supervisor.
Jack Herskovits. 718-436-7900.

Sales Tax
Problems?
Are you being audited?
Free Evaluation
Former Head of NY
Sales Tax Division
• Audits • Appeals • Refund Claims •
* Reasonable fees *
(212) 563-0007 • (800) 750-4702
E-mail: lr.cole@verizon.net

For the latest
in CPA news visit
TrustedProfessional.com

HOST YOUR NEXT CONFERENCE OR MEETING AT THE

NEW YORK STATE SOCIETY OF CPAS
Located in the heart of the Financial District, NYSSCPA is downtown’s
newest state-of-the-art conference and meeting center.
Ask us about our special rates for first-time and multiple users
For more information please visit: www.nysscpa.org/spacerental

For sales, availability and facility tours, contact Craig Mandelbaum at cmandelbaum@nysscpa.org,
or (212) 719-8323. 14 Wall Street, 19th Floor, 10005.

LRC Group Inc.
Lawrence Cole, CPA
Nick Hartman

Buxbaum Sales Tax
Consultants
www.nysalestax.com
(845) 352-2211
(212) 730-0086

“A Leading Authority for Sales and
Use Tax In The State of New York”

• Sales Tax Audits–Resolution with
Client Satisfaction
• Tax Appeals Representation–Excellent Results
at the New York State Bureau of Conciliation
and Mediation Services and Division of Tax
Appeals.
• Collection Matters–Resolving Old Debts and
Current Liabilities.
• Refund Opportunities–Recovering Sales and
Use Tax Overpayments
More than 40 years of Successful Results!
See our published results.

Give us a call to discuss any
New York State Sales Tax issue.
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Now you can offer your clients
multi-state tax consulting services.
n Let us serve as your firm’s outsourced state & local tax / sales & use tax experts, behind
the scenes or directly with you and your clients.
n Our team has over 100 collective years of state & local tax experience, including Big 4
firms and industry.
n Team includes former state sales & use tax auditors.
n Experience working with CPA and law firms.
n National firm experience at competitive rates.
n Nexus services
n Audit representation
n M&A transactions

n Refund reviews
n Advisory services
n Research

Call Andy Toth, CPA, at 716.633.1373 or e-mail ajt@tsacpa.com to learn more.

Solutions Beyond the Obvious

www.tsacpa.com

PEER REVIEW SERVICES
HELP WITH PREPARING
FOR PEER REVIEW
Special for NYSSCPA Members
Financial statement work, audit procedures,
workpapers, drafting footnotes.
Can act as your audit engagement quality
reviewer, manager or senior.
Everything you need to successfully
pass a peer review.
CALL SHIMON D. EINHORN, CPA
(917) 318-7498
s.einhorn@juno.com

PEER REVIEW SPECIALIZING IN
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS
CIRA, BROKER DEALERS
INSPECTIONS & REVIEW SERVICES
JOHN M SACCO, CPA
JMSacco@SAccoManfre.com
914-273-6270
SACCO MANFRE CPA PLLC

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING IN THE CPA JOURNAL
The CPA Journal accepts classified advertising
in the following categories:
Financial Accounting & Audit Services
Legal Services
Peer Review Services
Positions Available
Practice for Sale
Situations Wanted
Space for Rent/Real Estate
Tax Consultancy

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY AD RATES
1/2-PAGE $750 | 1/3-PAGE $550 | 1/6-PAGE $350

LINE CLASSIFIED ADS RATES

FIRST 20 WORDS: $100 | EACH ADDITIONAL WORD: $6

For more information or to secure ad space, please contact:

Karyn Kessler
410.316.9852
kkessler@networkmediapartners.com

SALES TAX PROBLEMS?
More than 25 years of handling NYS
audits and appeals. CPAs, attorney,
and former NYS Sales Tax Auditor on
staff. All businesses, including service
stations, pizzerias, restaurants.
Free initial consultation.
Rothbard & Sinchuk LLP
516-454-0800, x204

Peer Review

We author it, we teach it, but most importantly,
we help you learn about practical peer review issues.
We are the only currently approved
(by the AICPA) trainer of peer review within New York State
If you need help, call us first.

NOWICKI AND COMPANY, LLP

716-681-6367

|

ray@nowickico.com

PEER REVIEW SERVICES
Peer Review Services
HIGH QUALITY / PRACTICAL
APPROACH
Peer reviews since 1990. Review teams with
recognized experts in the profession.
David C. Pitcher, CPA / Gregory A. Miller,
CPA
DAVIE KAPLAN, CPA, P.C.
585-454-4161 www.daviekaplan.com

PEER REVIEWS
System Review
Audits / Yellow Book / Single
Audit-A133
Engagement Review
Reviews / Compilations
Andrew Pieri, CPA
718-577-5052
516-209-4001
Andrew@PieriCPA.com

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT EXPERT
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT EXPERT
Former Director Professional Discipline,
25 Years Experience, Licensure, Discipline,
Restoration, Professional Advertising,
Transfer of Practice; AICPA and NYSSCPA
Proceedings, Professional Business Practice.
Also available in Westchester County
ROBERT S. ASHER, ESQ.
295 Madison Avenue,
New York, NY 10017
(212) 697-2950

Buchbinder Tunick & Company LLP
Certified Public Accountants
buchbinder.com
Over 70 Years of Service
Engage our dedicated team to assist your firm with:

PEER REVIEW SERVICES AND QUALITY CONTROL SERVICES
● Engagement inspections and monitoring
● System reviews
● Design of quality control systems ● Engagement reviews
Vincent Gaudiuso, CPA
(212) 896-1920
vgaudiuso@buchbinder.com

FAE’s

P A

Public Schools Accounting
& Auditing Conference
November 12, 8 CPE

Live Web Events
Convenient . Low price . Great value .

Accounting and Auditing of
Broker/Dealers Morning
Session: Introduction to
Broker/Dealers and
Internal Control Essentials for Reporting Requirements
Accountants and Auditors
November 19, 3 CPE
November 13, 8 CPE
Accounting and Auditing of
Advanced Controller and
Broker/Dealers Afternoon
CFO Skills
Session: Current Regulatory
November 14, 8 CPE
Developments for Your
Broker/Dealer Practice
Creating Great Budgets:
November 19, 3 CPE
Maximizing Profits, People,
and Power
Entertainment, Arts, and
November 14, 8 CPE
Sports Half-Day Conference
November 19, 4 CPE
Not-for-Profit Accounting
and Auditing Update
Nichols’ Notes:
November 17, 8 CPE
Federal Tax Update
November 19, 2 CPE
Tax-Smart Financial Planning
for Individuals Under 40
AICPA’s 2014 Corporate
November 17, 8 CPE
Income Tax Boot Camp
November 21 & 22, 16 CPE
Determining How Much
Money You Need to
Auditing Conference
Retire, and Tax Ideas and
November 24, 8 CPE
Management in Retirement
November 18, 8 CPE
SEC Reporting
November 24 & 25, 16 CPE
Government and Nonprofit
Annual Update
Advanced Business Law
November 18, 8 CPE
for CPAs
November 26, 8 CPE

Pass-Through Entities:
Advanced Tax Issues
November 26, 8 CPE

FAE’s New York State
Taxation Workshop and
Update 2014
December 4, 8 CPE

FAE’s Compilation and
Review Through Case Studies Real Estate Conference
December 1, 8 CPE
December 4, 8 CPE
Getting Ready for Busy
Season: A Guide to New
Forms, Filing Issues, and
Other Critical Developments
December 1, 8 CPE
The Best Income Tax, Estate
Tax, and Financial Planning
Ideas of 2014
December 2, 8 CPE
Forensic Accounting:
Investigative Practices
December 2, 8 CPE
Federal Estate and Gift Tax
Returns—Forms 706
and 709 Workshop
December 3, 8 CPE
Health Care Reform Act:
Critical Tax and Insurance
Ramifications
December 3, 4 CPE
Social Security and Medicare:
Advanced Analysis of the
Tactics, Taxes, and the Truth
December 3, 4 CPE

The Top 10 Tax Topics of 2014
December 5, 8 CPE
Chief Financial Officer:
Executive-Level Skills for
Financial Managers
December 8, 8 CPE
Preparing Individual Tax
Returns for New Staff and
Paraprofessionals
December 8, 8 CPE
Cases in Corporate Ethics
for New York CPAs
December 9, 4 CPE
Complete Guide to Preparing
LLC, Partnership, and S Corp
Federal Income Tax Returns
December 9, 8 CPE
Exempt Organizations
Conference
December 9, 8 CPE

For more information or to register, visit cpe.nysscpa.org

